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Group  
accuses  
university
 of 
discrimination
 
Xlartha
 O'( 111111(.11 
By 
Paula Ray Christiansen 
Daily staff 
writer  
A 
group  of SJSU 
employees
 is 
accusing  
the tint\
 ersity 
administration
 of 
discriminating
 
against the
 1,rganitation
 because 
it's  made up 
primarily
 
01 gays and lesbians.
 
Martha
 ( )'Connell.
 a 
co -coordinator
 of the 
,group
 that 
s:alls 
ascii 
the San Jose 
State Urn -
versus
 
Stall  
kir
 
hut\ 'dual
 
Rights.  
said
 a re-
quest she 
received 
I rom 
the 
chancellors
 office 
to 
remove
 "San 
Jose 
State 
University  " 
from
 
the 
organizatton's
 name is 
one  of many 
prob-
lems
 university
 
administration
 has 
ignored.  
"We have yet to 
see 
a 
tangible
 demonstra-
tion from President Fullerton that it's OK to be 
gay 
or lesbian and work for 
this 
university:' 
O'Connell said. 
President  Gail 
Fullerton
 has 
not 1-ek,
 
nized any ol the group's 
requests tot activ 
me, 
nor has she 
responded
 to complaints  01 ha 
rassment  
01 
group  
members. said Ks'  Y in John
 
son,
 co -coordinator
 
of the group. 
O'Connell reeetyed a letter Aug 29
 
I 
rim 
the CSC hansel 
ill ice  demanding re-
nu)val
 of 
"San 
Jose
 State l'n
 is ersity 
Irom
 the 
organization's 
name, she said 
The letter 
stated
 
that
 
sections  ol
 
the 
LAW -
cation Code "prohibit  
the 
use
 
vi 
;my injni
 iii 
the name
 
ol
 the
 Cal
 i 
torn  la 
Slate  
Idiversity
 
to 
designate any organization
 SK ith,wi 
permission. 
No such
 permission
 has been granted to 
your  
organization
 . . . " 
Violation 
of
 the code 
is a 
misdemeanor,
 
according to the letter. 
rConnell
 said she 
CI 
insider,
 the 
group
 
recognized as .111 official 
stall  
organization  
ol 
Si 
St 
CM. 
General
 Counsel Mayer 
Chapman
 
said
 
he il/1.111.1 not 
discuss
 the case 
because 
it
 is 
presently
 under 
rev  
iew 
But Chapman
 1,1111 the use 
of "SJSU'
 in 
association with the 
organization  
is prohibited 
"Apparently
 
there is 
miscommunication  
on 
the  group's part 
about 
whether  
universities  
officially 
recognize  staff organizations."
 
Chapman said. 
On Dec. 
5. 
O'Connell  sent a memo
 
to 
Fullerton 
requesting official 
recognition
 of the 
organization  
as a 
group  focusing
 on
 
the
 advo-
cacy of equal employment rights
 and benefits 
for gay and 
lesbian  support staff." 
O'Connell 
received a response Jun. 
22
 
from Sam
 Milioto. SJSU  personnel 
officer
 stat-
ing 
that "no 
formal
 
recognition
 of campus or-
ganizations
 by 
the 
university  is
 required 
.  
'(Employees) can have an organization. 
it's just not 
a 
CSU policy to 
recognize' such 
groups.''
 
Milioto  said. 
The letter stating that no official  
recogni-
tion 
was necessary was intended to mean that 
no policy
 
exists  
for any such group - - not just 
this
 group in particular. said Dan Buerger. ex-
ecutive assistant to the president. 
'iCSLI)  is 
concerned
 about any group that 
uses the university name in promotion 
of 
Snow  
kiddin'
 
Julie 
Bennett
  Daily staff photographer
 
Seven
 
Computer  Center 
employees  get 
into 
White"  
Sroka,
 a senior  
systems 
program-  tional 
Resource
 
Center
 
harem,  
caught  the at -
the 
Hallow
 een
 spirit with 
John "Snow
 
mer.  Snow 
White,
 the 
dw
 arfs and
 
an Inst rue- 
tention 
Friday
 of many 
passers-by.  
Reed 
magazine
 may sue printer 
By
 
Sue
 Kiyabo
 
Daily staff 
writer  
The 
case  ol 
the 
233  missing hooks  
has been played out 
for the past semester by an SJSU publication and its printer. 
And now,
 one chapter is about to come 
to a close. 
Reed 
magazine.  the literary supplement
 published in 
paperback 
form
 
every  spring,
 
has still 
not received
 
233 
books and Print 
Smith  
Press
 w 
ill
 either have 
to
 
produce
 the 
hooks or 
pay  back 
the 
univ  CESII! 
soon,
 
said 
Bruce  Chemin, 
purchasing
 manager
 at SJSU. 
The  magazine was 
supposed
 to receive a shipment
 of 
500 books by May 
13
 and because of a number 
of delays, 
233 
hooks are 
still
 missing. said Steve 
Davis. Reed's 
managing
 
editor.
 
"As far as I know. the check is in the mail." said 
Barry Smith.
 
owner  of Print Smith Press. "The 
bookkeeper 
approved it and I signed
 it." 
The purchasing
 office takes 
care of 
the 
charges
 for
 
the 
magazine. designated 
as an Instructionally  Related 
Activ-
ity. 
The  hills are 
paid 
by the
 university from the 
IRA ac-
count and a separate account funded
 by various activities 
such as hake sales. 
"If it (the check) 
doesn't
 arrive soon. we'll start 
legal 
action,'Cherrin said. 
Rita Peth. procurement
 assistant at SJSU, said 
Smith  
has 
been evasive about the 
amount
 of the check. 
"He says
 he owes 
its somewhere in the
 live 
or six 
hun-
dreds," Pohl said. "I 
estimate
 it should he somewhere 
in 
the seven hundreds." 
Peth 
said  she 
called  
Smith  on 
Monday  
and
 he said 
it 
was probably
 in the
 mail. 
As
 of  last 
week  she 
said the 
check  
had not
 come.
 
"The 
printer  
has
 promised to pay on a daily basis." 
Cherrin said.
 ''We're expecting the
 check today, 
but  we're 
expecting  it 
everyday...  
About
 a week
 ago
 the owner of Print Smith 
Press. 
Barry Smith. 
promised  the 
check
 for the 
missing
 books 
would he delivered 
after  almost a semester
 of delays. Cher-
rin 
said
 
Div
 
is
 said the 
purchasing  office 
settled
 for the 
check. 
However. he said he 
would  still prefer 
delivery of the 
hooks. even 
Clough  they 
would he half
 a semester late. 
"This 
puts
 
its
 in an 
awkward
 
position," Davis said. 
"There
 are 
stores 
who  were 
planning
 to 
sell
 the 
magazine  
and 
I have none
 to give 
them."  
The delays 
and mishaps 
included  an 
alleged
 arrest of 
a 
Print Smith 
Press  driver on 
the way to 
deliver  the 
missing
 
hooks and the 
hooks
 
getting
 lost in 
police  
custody,
 Davis 
said.  
Smith  refused 
to comment 
on the incident.
 saying "it
 
was a personal matter. 
"It was just getting 
ridiculous,"  
Davis  said. "It 
was 
hard to 
know
 what was 
going on He 
would say he 
printed 
the hooks
 and then they 
never 
appeared." 
The 
problems 
began last 
semester 
when
 Print 
Smith  
Press 
won the hid 
to print the 
magaline. 
The  university 
pur-
chasing 
office  was 
not
 familiar 
with  the 
organization  
and
 
sometimes  that 
presents  
complications.  
Davis  said. 
"The 
material  was 
delivered  
early
 enough to 
have the 
txxiks done 
by
 May I ." 
Davis  said. 
"That
 was close to 
our  
target 
date,  but we 
absolutely  had to 
have the hooks
 by May 
13 for the 
benefit  reading." 
To 
save time, the 
books,  which
 arrived 
two
 weeks
 
after  
the  reading. 
Were
 sent to a bindery
 which was 
separate  
from
 the
 print shop. 
That was when
 "all hell 
broke  loose." 
Davis said. . 
Davis  said of 
the approximately
 220 
hooks  delivered 
in 
the first  shipment about
 
80 
had 
to
 he sent 
hack 
because
 
of 
missing pages. 
"These  
were
 not small
 problems 
pages 
were  miss-
ing," 
Davis  said. 
Smith  said he
 
would 
run off 
more
 copies than 
nec-
essary 
to
 make sure
 they would
 get all 
the  books, 
Davis 
See 
MAGAZINE,
 page 7 
Course 
catalog
 
delayed  
By
 Brian Fedrow 
Daily  staff 
writer  
Because
 a 
tardy 
class 
schedules,  
students
 
choosing.  
spring
 courses
 will 
start  a 
week
 
later
 than
 
planned.
 
The class schedules,
 which 
list all 
courses
 offered by 
the uni-
versity, 
were supposed
 to be 
on
 
sale 
in the 
Spartan
 
Bookstore
 a 
week 
ago.  
Ed
 Chambers, academic ex-
ecutive
 vice president 
of Admis-
sions and 
Records,  said a printing 
error  
delayed
 shipment of the 
schedules.
 He said the schedules 
should arrive at the 
bookstore 
today  front San 
Diego,
 where 
they 
are printed. 
Chambers
 
also 
said
 the 
uni-
versity
 
ordered
 
an 
additional
 
2,000
 
class
 
schedules
 
this 
time. 
The 
past
 two
 
semesters,
 the
 
sup-
ply 
of 
schedules
 ran
 
out.  
leaving
 
many
 
students
 
in
 a 
lurch.
 
Cass 
registration  
for spring 
semester  
begins  today 
and ends 
Nov. 
14.  
See 
CLASSES,  
page
 7 
events
 i v 1
 it  
Buerger
 said. 
All viing
 
groups  to 
use  the 
university  
name
 
vs ffia 
increase
 
liability, he 
said. 
" I i 
ou
 
formally
 
recognize  
a group 
by 
connect
 ii'..' 
your  name 
V.1111
 it. 
you are 
respon-
sible
 
ha tat
 group.'' Buerger
 
said.  
('S1
 
is not willing 
to 
take
 
on 
more 
liabili-
ties
 than 
it
 already 
has,  he 
said. 
SIR 
apparently
 
took
 the
 
absence
 of 
an of-
ficial
 policy to 
mean 
that
 they
 
were  
officially  
recognized
 and
 
could  affiliate
 
themselves
 
with 
the 
tinis ersity . 
Buerger  
said.  
Johnson
 sent 
a letter. 
dated
 Feb. 
25, to 
Milli*,  
thanking the 
administration
 for 
official  
recognition  and commending  
the  
lack 
of red 
tape involved
 in organizing the 
group.  
Neither 
O'Connell  nor 
Johnson
 received 
any 
notice  from the 
university  informing 
them  
that they were 
not  officially 
recognized,  even 
after receipt of the 
February  letter with 
carbon
 
See 
LETTER,
 page 
7 
Measles  shots 
required  
for 
registration
 
By Paula Ray Christiansen 
Daily staff writer 
There will 
he
 an epidemic of un-
registered SJSU students
 if those re-
quired to receive
 measles
 shots do not 
get immunized in the next few 
weeks 
A mandate from W. Ann Rey-
nolds, CSU 
chancellor,  requires letters 
to be sent to specific groups
 of stu-
dents who are at risk of catching or 
spreading the measles 
virus,
 said Dru 
Redwine. associate director of SJSU 
Admissions and Records. 
The following students require 
immunization:
 
 Students born after Jan. 
I.
 
1957.  
 Students
 who reside in campus 
dormitories. 
 Students
 who received primary 
and 
secondary schooling outside of 
the  
United  States. 
 Students enrolled in dietetics,  
medical  technology, nursing, physical 
therapy and any program of student 
teach,ng or field work
 involving pre-
school- and school
-age  children. 
, Dr. 
Raymond
 Miller. Health 
Services
 director,  
said
 only about 
2,5(X) forms of the 9.000 sent 
out  have 
been returned
 to Admissions and 
Re-
cords.  
The mandate went into effect im-
mediately after it was  received,  to 
avoid measles outbreaks on California 
State 
University
 campuses, Redwine 
said. 
1.ctiers 
were sent out at the begin-
ning 
of 
October
 and 
all students who 
fall into 
the above categories 
should  
have 
received them and 
should
 get im-
munized 
immediately
 . she said. 
Unless  those 
students  have
 penal 
of measles immunization
 beffire 
Nov. 
26, they will 
not receive their schedule 
of 
registered  classes for 
next semester. 
Miller said 
"We have a potential 
of 6,500 
students who need 
immunization and 
we're atraid
 they're all going to flood 
in here at once:. Miller said. 
To 
prevent  a barrage of students 
front 
knocking
 
down
 the doors of 
Health
 Services the week 
of
 Thanks-
giving break. Miller
 anti Dr. Rotten 
Lana. Health 
Services  associate direc-
tor, have planned a Measles Immuni-
zation Week. 
'We  
are 
trying 
to do 
everything  
we can to make 
things convenient for 
the 
students.'
 
Latta  said. 
During  the week 
of
 Nov. 17, 
stu-
dents can 
receive free 
immunization  
for
 rubella and ruheola.
 Vaccinations 
will he 
available  from 8 to 
10 a.m. 
Monday and 
Friday,
 and from 
8 a.m. 
to 7 
p.m.
 Tuesday. 
Wednesday 
and 
Thursday  in the 
Health  Building, 
Room 
2118  
In addition,
 an 
immunization
 
clinic v(111 be held from I 
to  3 p.m. 
Nov
 . 12 in 
West
 Hall. 
It students 
wait until the last min-
ute to he immunized.
 Health Services 
See SHOTS, 
page 7 
Man 
pleads
 
guilty  
to 
attempted
 
rape
 
By Oscar Guerra 
Daily  staff writer 
A man 
suspected  ()I entering
 the 
Delta  Gamma sorority 
and attempting 
to rape a member has pleaded guilty. 
Danny  Salazar Flores, 24. 
pleaded guilty to one 
count  of assault 
with
 intent to commit rape, 
which car-
ries a maximum punishment of six 
years in state prison. 
"We are seeking the maximum 
penalty.-  said Alan Nudelman, super-
vising deputy 
district  attorney for spe-
cial operations for the 
Santa Clara 
County  District Attorney 's 
Office. 
"He knew 
we
 would he seeking 
the 
maximum 
penalty,  hut he pleaded 
guilty anyway."
 
Flores' 
court -appointed public 
defender. Ed Davila,  declined com-
ment until 
the sentencing, scheduled
 
for San Jose Superior Court
 on Nov. 
!Oat 
9 a.m. 
But 
Davila  did 
confirm
 that 
Flores waived 
a probation 
deferral,
 a 
review of 
Flores'  case to see 
if he mer-
its reduced time,
 and instead 
pleaded 
guilty. 
Flores
 was arrested
 alter a 
suspect 
entered the Della 
Gamma  house at 
about
 3 a.m. on Oct. 29. 
The suspect
 attacked one of the 
members
 and threatened to kill her if 
she screamed, university
 police Chief 
Danny Flores 
. . . pleads guilty 
Lew 
Schatz  said. 
When
 
she 
started
 
screaming,  
her 
sisters
 
came
 and
 scared
 the 
intruder
 
off.  he 
said. 
Flores was caught 
outside a resi-
dence on Eighth 
Street shortly after the 
incident 
by UPD
 officers, who 
heard 
the call 
to San 
Jose police on their
 car 
scanners.
 Schatz said. 
Flores 
was paroled.to San 
Jose
 in 
1984 after serving a 
California  
Youth  
Authority sentence 
for two rapes in 
Fresno County in 
1979,  San Jose
 po-
lice 
said 
's 
1?©11MTED.
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Editorial
 
Sending
 
season 
already
 
here  
4 
4s
 
beginning
 to look
 a lot
 like 
Christmas - everywhere you
 
What 
an understatement.
 
A visit to any shopping mall is 
enough to know that the Yuletide sea-
son has begun. There are decorations 
hanging from the mall's 
ceilings  with 
care 
and a twinkle of 
dollar signs in 
retailer's
 eyes. Yes, Christmas
 is here. 
What a pity. It's hard to 
seriously  
consider  what to buy your 
loved ones 
for 
Christmas
 with 
Halloween
 candy 
still in the 
house. 
Advertisers  and retail outlets are 
contributing
 to 
the 
panic  
people  
feel  to 
buy 
Christmas
 
presents
  
the 
earlier,  
the 
better.  
The  
Christmas  
season 
used 
to start
 the 
day  
after
 
Thanksgiving.
 Not 
any 
more.  At 
this  
rate,  one 
of these
 
days 
Christmas
 
shopping  
will 
begin  
right 
after  the 
Fourth 
of July.
 
There  is too much 
emphasis
 on 
gift buying 
and receiving. People tend
 
to forget the true
 meaning of 
Christmas  
 love, peace 
and harmony. 
Let's 
savor the 
magic  of 
Christmas
 and wait until December
 for 
the gift 
buying. 
First time a 
charm
 
in 
Vegas
 
Las Vegas. 
Definitely  a different kind
 of 
town. A town with a 
decidedly
 unique aura. 
A 
town
 that never goes to sleep -- 
ever. as I 
found out. 
I was a virgin 
to the wonders of the glit-
ter city. 
and  as it turned out. cherries 
became 
my least favorite fruit. 
My
 visit to Las Vegas 
was an experience 
unlike any other --one 
that boggled 
my
 mind, tired my body and oc-
casionally left a 
hitter taste in my mouth. 
Las Vegas is an 
outrageously
 hyped -up 
city whose income 
centers  around its hun-
dreds
 of hotel/casinos -- bandit bins that at-
tract and 
sucker millions of fat
-pocketed
 
tourists  like me every year. 
If airplanes hadn't 
been invented, Las 
Vegas would he a 
ghost  town. I took a bus 
to 
the land 
across  
the 
desert and trust 
me, 
it's almost  
more than the  mind and body can take. The 
pathway to rags 
or riches is strewn with noth-
ing hut cactus and 
tumbleweed, for mile after 
mile 
Las Vegas isn't the most 
attractive place 
in the daylight. The 
streets are wide hut not 
unlittered and the 
casinos lit up and flash-
ing even at 
noon
  looked stark and unfeel-
ing. 
There were 
plenty of beautiful people
 up 
and about, strolling by supine transients 
asleep on the front 
lawn of the ever-present 
Denny*s restaurant. 
I 
wandered with 
friends
 down Las 
Vegas  Boulevard one 
night,
 and was ren-
dered  speechless
 by what I 
saw. 
I was completely
 surrounded by neon 
and flourescent 
lights and the music 
that em-
anated
 from the 
doorway  of each
 and every 
casino.
 
Huge marquees jutted
 up 
in 
front  of the 
hotels into 
the balmy night air, visually 
shouting their 
announcements to the
 crowds 
flowing
 along the sidewalks: 
Doe  Severin-
seri. Diana
 Ross. Swilled 
and Roy. Dean 
Martin. Legends 
in Concert and that 
doesn't 
even begin to 
name them all. 
The price
 to witness
 Miss Ross 
was 
ONLY $40 for a 
two hour show and 
two,
 
maybe three cocktails 
 which all came at 
the same time. One 
couldn't  expect a 
decent
 
seat  
unless the
 maitre d' was 
tipped
 an 
addi-
tional $20 up front. 
Fremont Boulevard. 
supposedly
 
one  of 
the highlights of the city, was next
 on the 
agenda. We grabbed a cab (which 
was an ex-
perience in itself as we had a Richard Petty
 
wannabe
 for a driver) 
and came 
very
 close
 to 
Opinion
 
III  
. 
Karin  L 
Small 
getting ourselves killed
 on the way to the 
other side of the Strip. 
My mouth hung 
open as we reached 
Fremont 
Boulevard. The whole street
 was il-
luminated
 with thousands of 
neon lights on 
the faces of the 
Pioneer, Mint, Golden 
Nug-
get, 
Horseshoe,  Four Queens, 
Plaza
 and the 
Fremont  hotels, eliminating the 
need
 for 
streetlights. 
It was impossible to 
tell
 night from day 
in this four -block
 section of the city, hut it 
was certainly
 light enough for a man to 
ap-
proach me, loudly inquiring 
if
 I'd like some 
cocaine. I could even try 
it before I bought it. 
he graciously offered.
 I overcame my naive 
shock and
 declined his offer with equal
 
grace.
 
Pan 
of
 the aura of Las Vegas is 
the  fact 
that there
 are a lot of things 
one can do there 
that cannot even be attempted
 anywhere else.  
except maybe Atlantic City. 
Like getting a Whopper from Burger 
King at three in the morning. Or 
a stiff drink 
from a very leggy
 cocktail waitress every ten 
minutes
 in one of a hundred different casi-
nos. Or 
having  to choose between the $1.99 
steak and egg breakfast or the $4.95 40 -item
 
bullet at any hour of the day
 or night. 
See. in Las Vegas,  time
 seems to have 
no meaning. The
 casinos are only a little less 
crowded at four in the morning as they were 
at nine the night before. 
Visiting Las 
Vegas  is one of those 
things one does only every once in a while. 
because it can render one pennyless in a 
mat-
ter of days. for luck is fickle and 
money 
doesn't grow  on 
trees.
 
Nothing was harder during my visit than 
watching a friend. bored 
with the night's ac-
tivity,  put five 
nickels in a progressive slot 
machine -- 
just to pass the time - - and hit 
the $317 jackpot. This goy had spent
 95 cents 
and  had struck it big. I decided there 
was no 
justice in the world,  and 
then
 moved on to the 
next
 
casino  
Letters
 
to
 the
 
Editor  
Good
 
work,
 
Mack
 
Editor,
 
Congratulations
 to Mack 
I 
.undstrom
 and 
his Journalism 
160
 students I or the outstand-
ing Decisions 
'Ni',
 
supplement  to the 
Spartan  
Daily.  
Our  
department
 as well
 as the 
entire 
university 
should take pride
 in this publica-
tion and 
the  students 
who  created it. 
Also,  we 
should
 recognize those
 teachers who 
encour-
age students
 to reach for
 excellence. 
Marshall L. 
Raines 
Professor
 
Advertising 
reks
 liatir
 
now
 
pasorb 
slurp 
Or
 
bisappointittent  
at iltrlanb 
° 
'V 47 
'V 0 
our
 
iirirutioto 
work
 
on 
t,D31
 
sottirmlirrr
 
in 
America
 
Letters to the Editor 
Dorms
 
needs 
mini
-stores
 
Editor, 
I ant
 writing about the article "dor-
mitory mini -stores closed 
after query by 
Spartan Shops" (Oct. 28). As 
a dorm resi-
dent I 
was upset over the closure of our 
"store.** It 
seems  that the only reason it 
was closed was because
 the Spartan Shops 
were feeling a pinch of competition. How 
could  they consider the small dorm stores 
as 
competition.
 compared to other food 
services on 
campus,  enough to closed 
them down? 
I did 
not see our store as a major 
money maker but as a convenience to 
the 
residents. It was 
also
 an incentive for hall 
residents to purchase
 activities stickers so 
they could 
get change and buy stamps. 
The revenue
 from the stickers was
 proba-
bly greater because
 people who would 
not 
have bought one 
before,
 did so 
because of 
these 
services.  
Most of 
all,
 it was nice to know 
that 
you only had to 
run downstairs to get a 
sode and candy 
bar
 
at
 a good price instead 
of 
fighting with an over -priced vending 
machine or trudging through construction
 
work to 
the Student 
Union  
to get 
a snack. 
Buying things 
fmm  our own store made 
us 
feel that while 
getting something for
 our-
selves,  
we were contributing to 
our hall in 
a 
positive  way. 
Everyone involved in the resident 
halls, including the 
residents themselves 
should look into 
whether  a license is 
needed to run the
 dorm 
stores  and 
if
 SO 
how to get 
one  so we can bring that conve-
nience 
hack. 
Michelle
 Marty 
Sophomore
 
Advertising
 
Shuttle 
bus 
service
 stinks
 
Editor. 
This memo is being written to ex-
press my 
dissatisfaction  with the SJSU 
shuttle bus' inconsistent
 service which 
runs 
between
 the newly created outer 
parking lots 
at Seventh. Eleventh 
and 
Twelveth 
streets and campus. Unlike what 
the Parking 
Services Manager reported in 
an earlier issue of the 
Spartan Daily on the 
parking situation at  SALL 
in my experi-
ence,
 all is not running so smoothly. 
In my 
opinion  these main issues need 
to he 
addressed:
 
*Decide on the number of 
buses  which 
will he 
used for dedicated 
service
 of the 
shuttle bus
 schedule. 
*Determine 
a realis)i«ind  consistent 
schedule the 
shuttle
 bus
 drivers can adhere 
to. 
There needs to he some 
consistency  
about
 the number of student., a bus load 
can carry
 per trip. 
Have
 
each 
bus make a regular pick-up
 at 
each of the designated
 stops. 
I feel as though if the 
university  is 
going to 
provide
 the shuttle bus service, 
especially  in the wake of the current 
con-
struction on 
campus,  then give it the re-
sources
 and'or get the 
Riperation
 
he 
twcen departnients in order
 to allow 
it 
to 
work. Of course, the other inure expen-
sive alternative would he to contract the 
service 
out  like it was
 
done 
last
 year.
 The 
bottom line is that the need for the shuttle 
exists,  students are willing to use the serv 
ice and
 take the appropriate bus,  hut the) 
want
 to he able to depend 
on
 the
 bus 
schedule
 to get them to 
class  on
 time 
and 
front what lean 
tell that is not happening. 
Barbara  Seidel 
Junior
 
Communication  Studies 
Construction too loud 
Editor,  
In fall of 1984, SJSU students voted 
to pay one cent a day to build the Rec Cen-
ter. I was
 one 
of these people. I feel the 
Rec Center is something that will benefit 
the 
school  as a whole.
 even though
 I will 
graduate before it will be completed. In 
the same 
way that the Student Union hene-
fitted not the students who payed to have it 
built, hut future students. the Rec Center 
will do the 
same. 
Fl()%e%er.
 in the last
 two
 
weeks. I have changed my mind. 
I live at Joe 
West  Hall and my mom 
faces the archery field where 
the Rec Cen-
ter is being built. The problem arises with 
the work schedule of the construction. 
Construction begins at 6:30 or 7 
a.m. 
The incessant noise of the machinery
 is 
enough to drive dorm residents insane! It 
is 
so
 loud that sleep or study is out of the 
question until after 5 
p.m. when the noise 
finally ceases. 
To those students who 
commute,  the 
noise  bothers them only if they are un-
lucky enough to have 
a 
class
 in the
 Music. 
Health 
or 
Central  
classroom
 buildings. 
But for those  of us who 
live here. it is a 
constant source of intense irritation. 
I am not asking for the construction 
to cease.  
just
 that their time schedule be 
altered. Working from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m.  
would still be efficient and would 
halt the 
early morning and late 
afternoon  noise 
which interferes with the studies and sleep 
of 
dorm
 residents.
 
We pay $1,450 per semester to live 
here.  At that price. I believe we deserve 
the consideration of 
silence 
to sleep and 
study. 
Paige Borgel 
Junior 
Journalism 
Letter
 Policy
 
The  Spartan
 Daily 
encourages
 
readers
 to write 
letters to the
 editor for
 
publication
 on this 
page. Bring
 them to 
the Dwight
 Bente! 
Hall,  Room 2014,
 or 
to 
the 
Student  
Union  
Information  
Desk. 
All 
letters  must 
bear the 
writer's  
name, 
signature, 
major, 
phone  
number
 
and class
 standing.
 Phone 
numbers 
and 
anonymous  
letters will
 not
 he 
printed.
 
Censorship
 is the 
first 
step
 
toward
 
freedom's
 
end  
In the beginning there was a small island
 inhabitated 
by only a man and a woman. There was no need for laws 
guarding
 
freedom
 
()I 
expression
 because
 the 
two were
 capa-
ble of 
listening  to 
each 
other.
 
They balanced one another through their exchange of 
ideas.
 
Through the  year: of evolution the population grew 
and although the people were all interrelated at the basic 
level of existence, opinions often differed and feelings were 
sometimes hurt --- as is true 
in most large families. 
No laws governed the island, so people solved their 
differences
 among themselves. They screamed and clawed 
for recognition of what they 
felt were their basic rights as 
inhabitants
 of the island. 
One day while trying to solve a major dilemma about 
boundaries
 on the island (personal space),  a member of the 
clan was seriously hurt . Another member spoke up with a 
suggestion 
to try and calm people
 down. 
"I 
will
 state my idea. 
Those who agree can 
choose
 to 
raise their hands. Then those who disagree can choose to 
raise their 
hands.  The group that 
raises
 the most hands will have it 
  their way. We will take turns until
 
everyone has 
had  a chance to state 
their ideas and 
then
 we 
will raise our hands again to decide which idea is hest." she 
Opinion
 
said.
 
And so the
 I 
irst
 vote was cast. 
And 
the first
 government
 was horn.
 
A young
 
boy
 watched 
in
 fascination 
and  then ran 
home
 
to 
tell his mother
 the story about
 the boundary
 decision. 
The  
woman 
told her husband,
 who told 
his  neighbor. 
Informa-
tion
 was
 
being 
passed and 
people
 trusted the
 information 
They  were 
grateful  to the 
youngster and
 urged him 
to fol-
low-up on 
the meetings 
of
 the clan. 
The 
first reporter 
was born. 
Time went 
on and all 
was  well. 
Many
 boundary 
rules  
weie made 
with  little 
ado
 and the boy
 continued 
to report 
hack to 
his village 
so
 that everyone
 remained
 aware of 
the 
progress  of 
boundary
 making. 
One day a major 
ruckus  took place 
over
 the boundary 
selection of a 
very
 large portion of land.
 The founders of the 
clan decided 
they
 should have priority
 in choosing village 
boundaries 
and making all decisions for
 the people. 
They raised their hands about 
the  idea of disallowing 
the reporting practice. This way 
they
 could have more 
power
 over the people. They knew 
many
 people could
 not
 
attend the meetings 
and  depended on the information to 
know what
 was being done concerning 
boundaries  and rules 
of the island. 
Paula Ray 
Christiansen 
Soon,
 the clan 
began
 
holding secret 
meetings barring 
from anyone 
that was not 
voted  into their 
group. Any 
youngsters 
caught
 reporting 
information
 had their 
tongues
 
clipped  so they could 
no longer speak 
coherently.  
Special 
messengers  were voted to 
distribute  chosen in-
fomiation. Soon no 
youngster  dared report 
any information 
overheard  about the 
secret meetings. 
This was the end of 
freedom of the press. 
There was
 no longer
 freedom for 
individual  
decision  
making on thc island, people were afraid
 to think differently 
from their leaders. They lived in fear. 
This  was the end of a government created for and by 
the people. 
Monday, November
 3, I986/Spartan
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Craig
 
Quintana
 
Here
 
he 
comes  
U[,
 iii 
ii Proposition 64. l.yndon 
LaRouche  and
 
illc people of his National
 Democratic Policy 
Committee seemed like an amusing hunch 
of
 
I Likes
 who
 made outlandish 
pronouncements
 
and  
pro -
sided
 a few 
laughs.
 
LaRouche,
 perpetually a presidential candidate. 
continued to run every four years. During his 
campaigns, we learned night 
is day, black is white and 
cows jump over the moon on a semiregular basis. He 
was
 funny. 
But when 
his organization 
qualified Proposition
 
64 for 
tomorrow election, the laughs stopped.
 
This
 
strange guy
 with the off-the-wall
 views had sudderd)
 
become
 a political force 
influencing
 our lives. 
The lunatic tringe had moved a little  closer to the 
main 
stream.
 He's still laughable, hut it's no longer 
funny. 
Proposition 64. the LaRouche AIDS initiative,  
seeks to quarantine persons tested 
positive
 for the 
acquired immune 
deficiency  syndrome virus. 
LaRouchites  claim the disease can he spread by casual 
contact  including mosquitos  contradicting all 
informed medical opinion. 
The initiative calls for the mandatory
 testing of 
homosexuals, intravenous
 drug users and other 
high -
risk groups. It also represents 
LaRouche's most se-
rious inroad 
to
 California 
politics.
 
Voters 
are  expected to reject 
it and LaRouche. 
According 
to the last Field Poll. 10 percent of those
 
surveyed  said they'd vote for
 the initiative, while 26 
percent
 said they'll go against it. 
Another  20 percent 
said they are 
undecided and some 44 
percent  hadn't 
heard about it. 
Even so. 
it's
 on the ballot. That's
 frightening 
enough. It 
demonstrates  that LaRouche 
has  gained 
some
 influence somebody's
 listening to him. 
Lynn
 Funks. a local 
LaRouche
 activist, had an 
easy
 answer to the movement's sudden
 success. 
"We
 represent the silent majority, 
that's  the bot-
tom line," he 
said. "We act on the organic 
impulse
 in 
people." 
Fooks
 didn't say what 
part of the anatomy the 
or-
ganic impulse affected, hut said
 it strikes a responsive 
pan of the 
silent majority. He cites the 64 
percent of 
those polled who have 
yet to decide. 
"I think the outcome
 will he victorious, will keep 
LaRouche alive."
 he said. 
And what if he's right?
 The initiative could pass 
and give LaRouche the springboard 
he
 needs for big-
ger things.
 He might actually speak for the 
silent
 ma-
jority. Who knows, 
they
 might he dumb enough to 
lis-
ten. 
Someone 
having  the potential for this 
much in-
fluential. deserves a closer look. Here's some of La-
Rouche's stands on the 
issues
 as relayed by his activist 
Fooks: 
 Star 
Wars  LaRouche was the "intellectual
 
mastermind" behind the strategic defense initiative. 
LaRouche approves of President
 Reagan's plans for 
SDI because it 
fits
 in with his economic platform. 
(No,
 honest. that's how they 
reason.)
 
 The war
 on drugs  The 
president,  despite the
 
recent interest 
showed  by Nancy, just isn't doing 
enough
 to combat the 
epidemic.  LaRouche
 wants Rea-
gan to 
light at the source, Dope 
Incorp..  "a consor-
tium of hanks"
 funding the 
international  drug trade
 
and 
having ties to 
England's  Queen 
Elizabeth  and the 
Soviet
 Union. 
It seems the hanks
 do most of 
the 
work,  
under 
Soviet direction,
 and the  queen 
launders  the money. 
As 
conclusive  proof. 
Fooks  points at the
 queen's con-
tinued 
silence on the issue.
 
"She's the 
head of state, 
of the 
Commonwealth,  
and she hasn't 
said  anything," 
Fooks  said. "They
 run 
drugs, it's no secret." 
 Walter 
Mondale,  
Democratic
 party 
presidential  
candidate  in the 1984
 presidential 
election,
 is "an 
agent 
of
 soviet influence."
 Mondale's 
opposition  to 
Star
 Wars provides
 conclusive 
evidence of his 
Soviet 
ties. The Democrats
 nominated him,
 so they also 
must
 
he Soviet 
dupes. 
Sounds 
pretty silly doesn't 
it? But so did the 
idea
 
ol 
Proposition
 64 
lust
 a year 
ago. 
Craig
 Quintana 
is
 an assIshint 
city  editor and 
denies being
 a member of 
the National 
Democratic  
Policy 
Committee.  In 
Quintessence  
appears
 every 
Monday
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State
 candidates 
rush 
for 
last-minute 
campaigning  
SACRAMENTO
 (AP) 
Candidates  in 
nearly 
two 
dozen
 
hotly 
contested
 
Assembly  
and Senate 
races,
 
reaping
 
millions of dollars from legislative 
leaders.
 are
 readying
 brochures,
 
gimmicks
 
and
 TV 
and 
radio  
ads
 for last-minute
 campaign
 assaults. 
Democrats
 are fighting to keep their 
majorities
 
strong
 in 
both 
houses.  while Republicans  
hope to 
topple
 a 
few 
incumbents  and 
pick  up some open 
seats.
 
But 
in
 three-quarters of the 100 
Legislative 
seats  
on 
tomorrow's ballot. incumbents are
 expected 
to 
coast 
to 
victory.  
In the 
fiercely  
fought 
races
 - 
most ol them for 
open 
seats 
spending has been intense,
 as 
leaders
 
of 
both
 houses 
and
 
panics 
poured in 
money  in mul-
tiples
 ri $1(1.00(1. 
( ont 
iihutions
 topped the $2 
million  mark a 
week
 
netore
 
the election in two Senate races,
 while 
they hit $1 
million in two other Senate contests and 
live
 
in the Assembly.
 Another two Senate races and 
sis
 
Assembly  battles had a half million dollars  in 
contributions.  
Two years
 ago, candidates  
spent $44.8 
million
 
pursuing 81)
 Assembly
 and 
20 
Senate seats.
 
This  
year. Common 
Cause has estimated the spending 
total could top $60 
million.  
All  
80
 Assembly seats 
and half of the 
40
 Senate 
,eat- 
the even -numbered 
districts  
 are 
on the 
ballot
 
this
 year. 
Assembly
 members serve 
two-year
 
terms,
 while senators
 have tour -year
 terms, 
with
 half 
the 
upper  
house  
running  every two years.
 Legislative 
salaries
 are 
currently  
$33.732: 
they
 are due 
lo 
in-
crease
 to $37,105 
on 
Dec.
 
I. unless
 voters 
appraise  
Proposition
 61. 
which  would 
freeze  them. 
They also 
get 
expense
 money. 
currently $75
 a day during
 ses-
sions,
 and a state
-leased car.
 They are 
allowed to 
earn 
outside  income,
 as long
 as they 
report it 
each
 
year. 
Democrats 
have  majorities in 
both houses. 47-
33 
in
 the Assembly
 and 26-14
 in the 
Senate.
 Demo-
cratic 
leaders,  led by 
Assembly 
Speaker
 Willie 
Brown  of
 San 
Francisco. and
 Senate President 
Pro 
Tern David 
Roberti of Los 
Angeles. hope to 
keep 
their strength.
 The Republican 
chiefs.  Assembly 
Mi-
nority 
Leader  Patrick 
Nolan  of Glendale 
and  Senate 
Minority 
Leader  Jim Nielsen ()1  
Rohnen  Park,
 hope 
they 
can  make 
some
 gains. 
Brown and 
Robeni.  as leaders 
of the majority, 
have
 been able to raise 
and funnel much 
more  money 
than their
 GOP 
counterparts.  But Republicans have 
called on Gov.
 
George  
Deukmejian,  who is leading 
in his re-election 
hid.  
Deukmejian
 
has appeared 
this
 
fall at fundraisers
 
for  more 
than 
two dozen
 
Republi-
can candidates.
 
In the Senate. 16 of the 
20
 seals up this sear are 
held 
by 
Democrats  Ten 
of 
those do 
not  have strong 
, challengers. The big contests 
are  an the two open 
seats,  against 
four  Democrats targeted by 
Republi-
cans and against Nielsen,
 
whom
 
Democrats  
would 
like to keep busy. 
In the Assembly,  
almost
 all of the 41 
Demo-
cratic and 28 Republican incumbents seeking an-
other term have 
little  opposition. However. seven 
Democratic incumbents and one Republican incum-
bent are facing challengers financed
 by 
party leaders 
hoping  
loran
 upset. 
Eight
 of the 
11
 open seats 
are 
also producing  
expensive 
contests.
 The other three have 
such  lop-
sided 
party registration, they are regarded 
as all -hut -
won  by one side. Six of the open 
seats
 are now held 
by Democrats. 
The two 
Senate  races 
that have 
exceeded  $2 
million  are 
the  contest 
for an open 
San 
Francisco
-
San 
Mateo  seat 
between
 Democratic
 Assemblyman
 
Lou Papan
 of Millbrae 
and independent 
San Fran-
cisco 
County
 Supervisor
 Quentin Kopp,
 plus little-
known Republican
 
Russell
 Gray, and 
Ikmocratic
 
Sen.
 Dan 
McCorquodales  
fight
 to keep 
his
 
San 
Jose
-Modesto  seat 
against
 a 
challenge 
by 
Santa  
Clara County
 
Supervisor  Toni Legan. 
Papan 
and 
Kopp.  both 
abrasive  with strong
 per-
sonalities, have been running even in the 
lions. 
Legan has been 
running  TV advertising criticizing 
McCorquodale's
 
votes 
on
 
crime
 
bills
 
Congress
 spends
 
$3.4 billion
 
on 
programs
 
for
 U.S. 
children  
WASHINGTON
 (AP)  
Con-
gress this 
year
 added 
$3.4
 
billion
 in 
new 
spending for 
programs
 to benefit 
American children,
 expanding a wide 
range of services including special ed-
ucation. nutrition and child-ahuse pre-
vention
 . 
Lawmakers 
increased  spending 
for 
virtually
 every federal 
program  that 
directly 
or indirectly benefits
 youth. 
with the
 exception of 
Guaranteed  Stu-
dent
 Loans,  
according  to 
figures
 
com-
piled by 
the House 
Select  
Committee
 
on Children. Youth and
 Families 
Spending 
for  programs 
was  in-
creased
 $3.4 billion
 from the appm-
priation levels
 set following
 cuts 
forced by 
the  Gramm-Rudman deficit-
reduction
 law in the 1986
 fiscal year. 
which ended Sept. 
30. 
Congress  not only restored many 
programs to 
their pre-Gramm-Rudinan 
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budget level in 
fiscal 1986. hut added 
at least $2.4 billion beyond 
what was 
originally appropriated. 
The  committee's analysis did not
 
present complete 
figures comparing 
fiscal 1987 appropriations
 and pre -
Gramm -Rudman 
spending levels in 
the last fiscal year. 
Child -nutrition programs, includ-
ing school lunches. breakfasts and spe-
cial lunches for low-income 
programs  
were 
increased
 by 
$361 
million
 
to $4 2 
billion. 
The Women. Inlants and Chil-
dren feeding program to help reduce 
low-hirthweight infants among poor 
women 
was  increased 
$80 million
 
to 
$1
 
.66
 Million in the current
 fiscal year. 
Increases in the 
WIC program 
were part of 
11 package pushed
 
by a 
group of House members. including 
Rep. 
George  Miller, D -Calif.. 
chair-
man of the children's panel: Rep. 
Wil-
liam H. Gray III. D
-Pa.. chairman of 
the Budget Committee.
 and Reps. 
Buddy MacKay. D -Fla., and Marvin 
Leath. D
-Texas.
 
As part
 01 the 
initiative. 
Congress 
added $20.5 
million
 
or block grants 
iii
 
states
 to 
improse  
the  
health
 
of
 
mothers
 
and children.
 ,Another $75 million 
has 
been  authorized for this program but 
SI 
ould  have to he appropriated  
in 
new 
legislation next year before it can he 
spent. 
Congress also 
increased  special 
education spending for handicapped 
Children
 
by $392 million over  the 
1986  
appropriation level, including a $175 
million increase in state grants and 
$151
 million for 
preschool
 incentive
 
grants.
 
The Head Start program for low--
income
 preschoolers was 
increased
 
$90 million to $1.13 billion and com-
pensatory edOcation  
programs
 for
 
dis-
advantaged students received
 an ad(li-
Lawmakers
 
increased
 
spending
 for
 
virtually
 
every 
federal
 program
 
that 
benefits  
youth,  
with  the 
exception
 of 
Guaranteed
 
Student
 
Loans.
 
tional $415 million. 
Congress added $5.6 million for 
child -abuse prevention grants 
and  56.1
 
million to operate shelters
 
litr  
v
 icittits 
of 
domestic
 violence. Federal
 assis-
tance 
lor
 
toster
 
care  
and 
adoption 
pro-
grams was increased $154 million 
Money to enlorce child -support by di-
vorced parents was increased $174 
million.
 
Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children  was increased $237 million 
to $8.4 billion.
 
Guaranteed Student Loans were 
cut by $256 million,  hut the higher -ed-
ucation program was retargeted to en-
able adult students V, ith children to at-
tend 
college.  New :lid includes help 
for low-income students to pay for 
child care while attending classes. 
Despite the increases
 in spending. 
a recent 
report  by the House commit-
tee concluded that 
federal  programs  do 
not reach enough poor children. 
The report said spending for 
MX', Head
 Stan and WIC had failed 
to keep pace with 
the 
10
 
percent  in-
crease in the number of poor American 
children between 1979 
and 1984. the 
year for which the latest figures  were 
available. 
Sen. Dan 
McCorquodale, 1) -San
 Jose. 
raised more than 
$2 
million
 
Erotica
 class turns
 
students  on to 
sex  
LOS 
ANGELES (AP) If 
you've
 
got  $43 dollars
 and 
Mar 
hours to 
spare. 
Valerie  Kelly will 
teach you 
how to write 
and sell erot-
ica. 
"About I .600 
X-rated  
v 
'Jetts  
were
 
produced
 last year, versus 
about  100 
regular 
screenplays.  
Kelly 
told a group 
of
 students
 at 
one 
of her 
recent  
seminars.  
"As you 
can see, 
it's  much 
eas-
ier
 to get published
 in this field,
 and 
it's a lot 
of fun 
There's
 no 
second  
draft or 
revs
 riting
 You lust sit 
down 
and
 do it lis 
str 
easy
 compared 
to 
real writing 
Kelly's
 
seminar.  "HMV 
to 
Write  
Erotica for $$." is 
sponsored
 
by 
Contemporary C'oncepts of Bev-
erly Hills, 
which organizes
 classes 
in all 
kinds  
of undertakings,
 ranging 
from river 
ratting 
tar opening
 a fast-
food restaurant. 
A writer
 01 adult  licitarn
 
and  X-
rated video
 scripts.
 Kelly holds 
the 
erotica 
class
 in 
a San Fernando 
ley 
()trice
 building
 
about 
once  every 
two months  
The class 
includes  such 
topics
 
as 
how to 
write 
sex 
scenes.  
how
 to 
get  
inlay
 the 
business 
of
 adult video
 
scripts.
 VA hat 
markets 
specific  
mag-
azines 
target  and 
how  touch 
they  
pay. 
A recent 
seminar  drew 10 
men 
and 
women  
"I've
 clone 
this
 
with
 friends
 for 
so long,"
 
said
 
Pat  C'alverly
 . a 
travel 
consultant 
from 
Canoga  Park 
who  
w rites explicit letters to her men 
triends and would
 like to turn that 
pastime
 
into  
a pan -time
 
money-
maker. 
'You  
take an indisidual
 or 
something
 yoti see in a 
magazine
 or 
on the
 street
 
and  
you  
mart 
imagining
 
sensual things happening It real l% is 
such tun.'  she said 
Other  
members
 ol the class
 in-
cluded
 writers,  a 
film producer 
and  a 
radio account executive  
Kelly
 got into the erotica 
busi-
ness 
after a job as a television
 writer
 
tell 
through
 and she went
 to 
work for 
an 
adult publishing 
house,  which 
supplied
 her 
photographs for 
ss 
hit  h 
she wove erotic adventures. 
She says she has since written 
more than 500 stories .ind 36 video 
scripts.
 
She started
 teaching
 
two  
years ago
 as a way 
vil 
overcoming
 a 
fear 
of
 public 
speaking.  
Kelly says she won't 
write  sto-
nes that demean women. 
"You can write about a real 
sexual experience, and a lot more 
goes into it 
besides graphic sex 
There's
 
feeling  
and
 
love
 
and 
emo
 
tiour.
 
It you
 put all that Imo u, 
not 
pornography
 any 
more,  it's liter-
ature I write ahout people
 who care 
about each 
other."
 she said. 
Transients on celluloid 
Los 
Angeles
 Poverty
 Department
 assists 
Skid Row 
actors 
LOS ANGELES
 (AP) 
They may not 
rocket  ti..tai
 
[tonna 
as
 MI big dreams.
 
dom, hut the 
homeless  actors
 of 
tire 
0 
n e 
1.. A 
ee 
ics 
IN
 tv 
ei
 lv 
. '1 eitIlle 
to California to get
 in the movies." 
said Prin-
Department have at least crawled out 
ot
 then cardboard 
ce,',
 
Imry 
of .30. ol Minneapolis. "I thought it would happen 
hoses on Skid Rove. right
 
assay."
 
Douglas 
Perry  said he had
 
begun
 
to
 w 
ithdrays into 
c.o. 
She said 
she suffered a 
nervous  breakdown in 
Minne-
lation,  living in a cardboard Nis tor months heiore 
he heard SOLI .11131 lett her two children with her mother.
 
about the 
LAPD,  an actors workshop that 
borrowed its 
"I want to act, dance, sing." she said "But I need 
ironic
 acronym Inuit the police  
training It costs money. This is a way 01 starting." 
"I Felt I 
vs
 as 
more  hopeless
 
than 
homeless."  Perry 
'The 
:atms  
often
 
argue.
 and rehearsals
 can he 
chaotic. 
said.
 "I 
lost
 
the 
power
 
ot expression." 
"There's a lot of ego trips. but I think that's a good 
He 
joined the troupe 411 homeless 
actors.  moved into a thing tor 
people  who don't think much 01 
themselses."  said 
little 
one -room 
apartment
 
on Olympic 
Boulevard
 
and  
longtime  member Frank 
('hristi:in
 
changed his lite.
 
This weekend. 
Perry  and assorted other members of 
"Before. I 
was  in a rut. I was 
alw ays
 by 
my sell 
1 
LAP1) were perfinining in a vacant lot at 5th and Wall 
didn't want tai work. I was confused." he said. 
"Joining  the streets. known
 
as
 "Thieves' Comer," the finale 
of a sum -
theater group
 brought me back to reality .' 
mer program 
art
 Saturday night talent shows there 
So far. about 200 
homeless  people  
have
 passed 
The 
shov
 
cost
 
aNnit  
$12,000
 to 
produce,  
much
 of 
it 
thmugh 
the LAPI) workshops, 
according
 to its 
director,
 
donatevl
 or paid hy the 
National
 
Endowment  for the
 Am and 
New 
York performance artist John Malpede. 
vs ho started the Rockefeller Foundation 
through Los Angeles ('ontent-
LAPI) with $10,001)
 in grant funding last 
year. 
porary Exhibitions. The workshop is also funded by the 
The 
troupe  is tun iii 
people
 
who came
 to 
Southern  
Cal  
Calitornia  
C'ouncil
 on the
 Arts
 
Spartaguide 
Health Services
 will sponsor the 
last CPR 
class of 
the  semester 
today 
and 
Wednesday.  
Sign-ups  are 8 
a.m. 
to 5 p.m.
 today in 
the  Health 
Building.  
Room 
121. Call 
Oscar Battle
 Jr. at 
277-3622
 for
 
information.
 
 
The 
Women's  Resource 
Center 
will hold a 
Women's Week 
volunteer 
meeting 3 
p.m.  today in the 
Student  
Union  
Almaden
 Room. 
Call Allison 
Kesley  or 
Marge  Kintscher 
at 277-
2047 for information. 
 
The  
Student
 
Occupational
 The-
rapy 
Association  is 
holding a 
mem-
bership 
meeting  
at 
4:30
 p or. today 
in 
the Student Union Guadalupe Room. 
Call Eileen Maddox at 637-0154 for 
information.
 
 
Phi Chi 
Theta Business Fraternity 
will hold its monthly general meeting 
at 6 tonight at McQuarrie Hall, Room 
322. Call Lisa at 277-867(1 for infor-
mation. 
 
The 
Spartan  .14Ing 
Club  will 
have 
a meeting and 
juggling  lessons 
from 6 to ti 
tonight in the Student
 
Union.  Call 
Brad  at 
277-2402
 for in-
formation.
 
 
The 
!fillet Jewish Student 
Asso-
* 
ATTENTION!
 * 
GRADUATING
 
SENIORS  
with
 a 
background
 in 
Economics,
 
Finance,
 
Real
 
Estate,
 
or
 other
 
Business
-related
 
fields.
 
THE  
HAMMOND
 
CO.
 
The 
Mortgage
 
Bankers
 
offers
 
* High
 Income 
Potential
 
* 
Management
 
Training
 
Program
 
* 
Full
 
Company
 
Benefits
 
If you 
are an aggressive
 
individual
 
who 
would 
like to 
bec'..me a part
 of the 
fast
-paced
 
field 
of mortgage 
banking
 
with 
a large 
public  
company,
 sign 
up
 
at  
THE 
CAREER 
PLANNING
 & 
PLACEMENT
 OFFICE 
BUILDING
 
0,
 FOR
 
INTERVIEWS
 
TAKING
 
PLACE
 
ON 
THURSDAY,
 
NOV.
 20 
The
 
Hammond
 
company
 
The
 Slorgaer 
lian3rts
 
elation's "Lunch and 
Learn"  will be 
held at noon
 tomorrow' in the 
Campus 
Christian Center.
 A representative
 for 
Volunteers
 
for Israel will 
he the 
speaker.  Lunch is 
$2.
 Call Sandra Sil-
ver at 
294.8311
 for 
information.  
 
SJSU's 
Career  Planning and 
Placement will hold a seminar about 
how to prepare marketable letters and 
resumes at 1 p.m. tomorrow in the 
Student Union Costanoan 
Room,  Call 
Cheryl  Allmen at 277-2272 for intor-
mutton. 
SJSt 
''s Career Planning and 
Placentent is 
sponsoring a Co -Op 
Orientation
 at 
2:31) p.m. tomornnv in 
the Student 
Union  Almaden 
Room.
 
Details  
on the 
program. 
pmcedures
 
.ind application
 techniques 
of
 co -sips 
w ill he presented.
 ('all Cheryl Allmen 
at 277-2272 
for information. 
 
The 
Circle  K Club will have its 
weekly meeting at 
3:30 p.m. 
tomor-
row in 
the Student 
Union  Pacheco 
Room.
 Call 
Tom  at 269-23511
 or
 in-
Immo
 
ion  
CBEST
 
and  
NTE
 
test takers:
 
Will you test 
as well as 
you teach? 
KAPLAN
 ci 
tt KAPLAN tLX1CAI,VrAr 
CFSOFP OU 
The 
world's  leading 
test
 prep organization 
For 
information
 and 
class 
starting
 dates, please call 
days, evenings
 or weekends 
San Francisco
 (415) 433-1763 
Berkeley (415) 
849-4044 
Polo Alto 
(415)  327-0841 
Morin  
County
 (415) 
927-1115  
Reno
 (702)
 329-5315
 
Santa Cruz
 (408) 429-6524 
 
The Financial
 Management 
Asso-
ciation 
will  have a guest 
speaker  at 5 
p.m. tomorrow in the
 Student Union 
Almaden
 Room. 
Alex  Scoledes 
from 
Dean
 Witter 
will
 speak on 
careers  in 
the 
securities  
industry.  Call 
Joe
 Be-
larde at 
262-4741  for 
information.  
The 
deadline  for 
submitting
 short 
stones,
 poetry. and 
black and white
 an 
work
 for Reed 
Magazine  has 
been  ex-
tended 
to 
Nov.  10. 
Call
 Bob Sweet at 
277-2849 for 
information
 
 
449',<1
 
off any 18K ring. 
211 
"s
 
off
 any 14K ring. 
Fee 
ogle
 wbek tell,. 
ink I vim, .rti Doc go41  ring of 
Frair
 
chore 
Ft 
, 
loads
 
sev
 
stair
 
r, 
 
, 
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epono 
Denise Wender
 -- Daily staff 
photographer 
Spartan QB NI ike 
Perez. shown here
 against Utah State.
 may he out for the
 season with a 
separated  shoulder 
Monday. 
November
 3, 
1986/Spartan
 
Daily  
Perez's
 
injur  
overshadows
 
By Len Gutman
 
Daily staff writer 
The Spartan football team rolled 
over  New Mexico 
State, 45-7, Saturday in Las Cruces, but lost the services of 
quarterback Mike Perez, who left the game early in the 
fourth quarter with a separated right shoulder. 
Perez,
 the
 
nation's
 
leader  in total
 offense,  could
 
be
 out 
for six weeks and most likely will miss the team's final two 
games, a team 
doctor  said. 
He will also more than likely miss the California Bowl 
on Dec. 13. should SJSU go on to win the PCAA title. The 
Spartans 
must 
still  play 
Fullerton
 
State 
and  Long 
Beach 
State. 
On the bright side.  SJSU won its sixth straight 
contest  
and
 is now 7-2 overall. 5-0 in the 
PCAA and all alone in 
first place. 
Only 7.348 fans showed up to watch the game. New
 
Mexico  State (1-9 overall. 1-5 in the PCAA)
 has now lost 
eight consecutive games. 
The Spartans compiled
 537 yards in total offense 
against the 
Aggies.
 including 321 yards rushing, thanks to 
the performances of James Saxon and Kenny
 Jackson, who 
each rushed for more than 100 yards. 
Saxon had his best day 
as
 a Spartan, rushing II times 
for 127 yards and three 
touchdowns,
 one on 
a 50 -yard 
scamper. He 
added  a fourth touchdown on 
a puss from 
Perez to tie an SJSU record for most 
TDs in a game. 
Jackson rushed for 136 
yards on 26 carries, the fifth 
time he's
 rushed for more than 100 yards this year. He now 
has 932 yards for the season. 
Perez played three full quarters, and 
he was 15 of 30 
for 197 yards and two 
touchdowns
 before being injured. 
Backup 
quarterback Tony 1.atcy
 was four of seven for 
32 yards
 and one 
interception.
 Locy, who will probably re-
place Perez for the rest of the season,  also threw a late 
touchdown pass to wide receiver Guy Liggins. 
Liggins. ranked 
fourth
 in the nation in receptions com-
ing into the game,
 caught six passes for 72 yards. He now 
has 60 
catches  for 839 yards and four touchdowns. 
New Mexico State redshin freshman 
quarterback  Phil 
Vinson. filling in for the injured 
Jim Miller, gave the Spar-
tan defense 
some
 trouble. 
Vinson was 20 of 50 for 248 yards and one touchdown. 
but a scrappy 
SJSU defense intercepted him four times
 and 
sacked him eight times. 
New Mexico State jumped 
out to a 7-0 lead on a 10-
yard touchdown 
toss from Vinson to Bennie Thomas. 
SJSU then 
took  the football 50 yards in five plays, and 
Sergio 
Olivarez
 connected for a 42 -yard field goal to make
 
the score 7-3.
 
Two plays later. SJSU linebacker Barry Kidney fell on 
an Aggie 
fumble,
 and the Spartans 
took
 over on the New 
SJSU
 soccer 
squad  
whitewashed  by 
Stanford
 
By David Rickard 
Daily Stan writer 
The SJSU soccer team
 took charge of Satur-
day's game
 with Stanford at the 
beginning
 of the 
second
 half and controlled 
the  action the rest of 
the
 
way. Coach Julie Menendez said. 
Unfonunately for Menendez and the Spar-
tans. Stanford entered the final 45 minutes of play 
with a 2-0 lead. Combining 
an
 opportune defense 
with SJSU mistakes. the 
Cardinal hung on for the 
2-0 Pacific 
Soccer Conference victory at Spartan
 
Stadium.  
The Spartans. who
 suffered their second 
whitewashing
 
in
 as many 
games, fell 
to 
6 9
-
overall
 and 1-5
 in the 
PS('.
 Stanford 
(6-)-2 
user -
all)
 captured its  
hist 
conference
 
win  
against  three 
losses. 
"We played
 much better in the 
second half." 
Menendez said. "They 
controlled  the first half, 
and 
we
 
controlled  the 
second.'' 
The 
Spartans  picked up the tempo 
after
 Me-
nendez inserted Greg Bertuccio,
 Pat Rashe and 
Rich Rollins
 into the 
lineup
 
to open the second pe 
hod.
 
'The guys
 ss ho callle in helped us 
play a little 
steadier,' 
Menendez  said 
Despite
 keeping the 
ball  primarily in 
Stan-
ford's end 
following 
intermi,,ion.
 the 
Spartans  
were unable to score. 
Stanford  goalies Tom Austin 
and 
Pat  Lawler 
combined tor 
three  
saves.
 but numerous  
other 
shots 
sailed 
er
 or around
 the net. 
Tot V1:I
 I d SL'oll Chase
 penetrated
 the Cardinal
 
defense  
IOU'
 
through the
 second 
half without 
s,'i
 
inc 
One 01 his
 thnists 
resulted  in a clear shot from 
15 feet near the
 21 minute mark,
 but his kick
 
grazed
 the crossbar and
 sailed ass 
rs.
 
Stanford  
midfielder  
Mike 
Mossmer  
gas,:  his 
team
 the 
only  score
 it would
 need 
at 7:12 
in
 the 
first
 half, 
sending 
a penalty
 kick 
into  the 
net  past 
goalie  Joe 
Gangale's  
outstretched
 ann.. 
With
 se( 
initiates  
lel)
 in the 
period, 
Juan 
Gar-
cia put 
the Cardinal
 up by 
two with 
a header 
off a 
corner
 
kick. 
Stanford
 
finished 
with 
eight  corner 
kicks
 
to 
three
 for 
the 
Spartans.  
Skill was hurt In fouls throughout the game. 
drawing 23 lotus! 
nine for 
Stanford.  
"Every  time you commit a foul
 you're giving 
the 
ball
 away.'' Menendez said. 
"We  gave it 
away too
 
much. -
The action 
got 
rougher  
as the game went on, 
although
 Menendez 
called  it "pretty 
typical."  
Gangale had words 
with a Stanford striker 
after 
being  howled over late in the first half, but 
the two were separated without incident. 
Gang* finished the 
game with four saves. 
Stanford
 had  
16 shots on goal to 10 for SJSU. 
The Spartans will conclude the season with a 
pair of matches this week. 
After challenging Sacramento 
State on 
Wednesday
 in Sacramento, SJSU will finish at 
home with a non -conference match against Brown 
on
 Sunday at I p.m. 
The Spartans 
defeated  Sacramento 
State, 3-0, 
last seasim.
 
SISI
  has
 never faced 
Brown.  an 
Ivy League 
school is 
it h a soccer 
tradition 
dating  back  to 
1867, 
Menendez  
said. 
Rugby team 
opens  
with
 
32-0
 
trouncing
 of Hayward
 
State
 
By 
Thomas Gary 
Morten 
Daily
 staff writer
 
The SJSU
 ruggers 
took a hig 
step 
forward  
Saturday
 afternoon
 at 
South  
Campus,  
and  
Hayward
 State 
was  left 
dead  in the 
Spartans' 
tracks.  
SJSU 
trounced  the 
visiting  squad. 
32-0, to 
open  its 
season
 on a 
resound-
ing note. 
Team
 captain Deane
 La -
Mont, who
 led the Spartans
 with 11 
points, 
said  the
 
forwards controlled the 
contest from
 the outset. 
"We
 came out 
roaring,"  he 
said.
 
"Our 
forwards 
were
 outstanding,
 and 
we
 just 
pinned
 'cm 
down."
 
The 
Spartans 
jumped 
out to a 
9-0 
lead 
in
 the first 
10 minutes 
of play . 
Mont,  a hack, 
opened  the 
scoring
 with 
a 
penalty
 kick 
(three  
points).
 After 
Welshman 
back  Alan 
Wynne
 scored a 
try (four points). 
LaMont
 , followed 
with a two-poitt 
conversion.  
I .aMont then added a 
three-point
 
drop goal 
to put the Spartans ahead. 
12-0, at the half,
 and the leant cruised 
the rest
 of the
 
way.  
Last year. SJSU 
defeared Hay-
SAN
 JOSE
 STATE
 
ward Stine by 
a single point. loris 
ard 
Rod  Chance said
 the Spartans 
base 
stepped
 up to 
a 
new level of May. 
"This 
year. we're 
gonna beat 
the  
half-ass teams
 we were 
competitive  
with  last year," 
he said. "We've 
gone 
front 
a half -ass team 
to a good one.''
 
SJSU  coach 
Ron  McBeath
 and 
the players said the
 play of the tor -
wards 
was the key to 
the  Spartans' 
domination.  
''They (the 
forwards)
 
show
 
hall control,- 
McBeath
 said.  
"It
 
, 
significant
 improvement
 
over
 I.  
year.'' 
Andrew 
I .aMont I 
team'',
 
younger
 brother,
 said the tOrwards  got
 
the
 hall to the hacks
 in good shape 
lie 
said  although the hacks 
generally do 
the 
scoring, the
 
forwards
 must pass the 
hall 
crisply  to make the 
team click, 
The elder 
LaMont  attributed 
the 
club's
 improvement
 to a pair of new
 
coaches, Brad Chahoya
 and Floyd Mc 
Geohy.  
"They
 (the 
coaches)
 have cer-
tainly
 given 
us 
direction,"
 he 
said 
LONG
 
BEACH
 
VS.  
STATE  
Saturday, 
Nov 15 1 30p 
,'
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$7 
SPARTAN 
STADIUM
  PG&E EXCELLENCE
 DAY 
HALFTIME FEATU 
E 
DALLAS 
COWBOYS
 
CHEERLEADERS 
Weather Permitting
 
ALSO 
Special
 Performance 
America and her music 
al 
San Jose Civic 
Auditorium  
Nov 14,8 p.m 
 
'They've 
showed  us the 
little  things 
that can turn a 
good team into a very 
good 
team.'  
Chaboya has
 played for 
the 
United 
States  national 
team. while 
Meticohy
 is  
recognized
 as one 
ot the 
top
 players in 
the  Buy Area.
 
Back
 Mike 
Crooks
 said 
the  Spar-
tans 
have a 
good 
shot  at 
national  
rec.-
(ignition this 
year.  
"I think 
the club's 
come  a long 
way. and 
it
 might he the 
best team 
since
 the 1970's,
 when we 
were  
ranked.- 
he
 said. "This 
game
 was 
pretty  indicative 
of
 that.''  
SJSU 
plays 
in
 the South
 Bay 
Tournament
 at Cupertino
 High 
School  
on Saturdas 
* 
BOX  
OFFICE
 
OPENS  
TODAY
 * 
44,ec,A
 
) 
A 
BODACIOUSLY  
FUNNY 
MUSICAL 
COMEDY 
UNIVERSITY
 
THEATRE  
SAN JOSE STATE 
UNIVERSITY  
NOV. 
7,8,13,14,15, 
20, 21, 22 
8 p.m. 
TICKETS:  UNIVERSITY THEATRE BOX 
OFFICE 
5th & SAN 
FERNANDO
 - Mon -Fn 
1-5 p.m. 
6:30-815 SHOW NIGHTS.
 277-2777 
ed
 
shoulder
 
Spartan
 
win
 
(Spartan
 
quarterback
 
Mike)
 Perez
 
could
 be 
out 
for six
 
weeks  
and  
most  
likely
 
will  
miss  
the
 
team's
 
final 
two 
games,
 a 
team 
doctor
 
said.  
Mexico 
State 40 -yard line.
 
After  six 
plays
 and 40 
yards,  the 
Spartans  took 
the
 lead 
for 
good,  as Saxon 
ran  it in from the 
8 -yard line to 
make the 
score 
10-7. 
Then 
late
 in the first 
quarter.  the 
Aggies
 and SJSU ex-
changed
 turnovers,
 with Spartan 
free  safety Ryan 
Rasnick 
intercepting  
Vinson
 at the New 
Mexico State  
43
-yard line. 
It was the freshman's
 first  
interception
 
of his 
college career. 
On 
the next play.
 Perez was hit 
and he coughed
 up the 
football. 
SJSU
 
linebacker  
Sant
 Kennedy 
then
 got his 
second  in-
terception  in as 
many  games, 
but
 the Spartans 
failed to get 
anything going
 offensively 
until  midway 
through
 the second 
quarter. 
New  Mexico 
State  had the 
ball
 on its own 
20
-yard line 
when
 
Kidney  intercepted a 
Vinson
 pass.
 SJSU then called 
the  reverse to 
Liggins.
 who took it 19 yards 
to the Aggie 3. 
Three
 plays later. 
Saxon hulled 
it
 in from the 1 
for his 
second
 score in the game. 
The Aggies threatened late 
in
 the second
 quarter with 
the 
score 17-7, but had a 
25 -yard field -goal 
attempt
 blocked 
by Freddie Payton. 
New Mexico State 
had 
315 
total  yards in offense but 
only  67 on the ground, 
against an SJSU rushing 
defense 
ranked sixth in the nation 
coming  into the contest. 
The 
Spartans
 kept the 
momentum  in the 
third
 quarter,  
taking
 the second -half 
kickoff  and driving 
80
 yards for the 
score.
 Perez hit Lafo 
Malauulu in the 
end  zone with a 3 -
yard pass to put SJSU up,
 24-7. 
Malauulu, 
ranked  in the top  
ten
 in the nation in 
recep-
tions 
going  into the contest 
against the Aggies, had
 three 
catches
 for 31 yards. He 
now has 50 catches 
for 715 yards 
this season. 
Perez and 
company  drove 80 yards 
again,
 and went up, 
31-7. on Perez's
 14th touchdown pass of the 
season.  This 
one was gtxxl to Saxon for six yards. 
Early in the fourth 
quarter,  with Perez already out 
of
 
the game. SJSU linebacker
 Chris Alexander stepped in 
front 
of a Vinson pass and took it down to the Aggie 6 -yard
-line. 
It 
was  SJSU's fourth interception of the 
game, but the 
Spartans didn't score, as 11.ocy was intercepted in the
 end 
zone by New Mexico State cornerback 
Kraig  Thompson. 
Rams pick 
Dils to start 
1.0S ANGELES (API Ste,c 
Oils will start at quarterback for 
tlie
 
Los Angeles Rams tonight when they 
meet 
the Chicago Bears. 
Ram coach John Robinson an-
nounced that 
Oils
 will start in place of 
the club's regular
 starting quarterback. 
Steve Bartkowski. Bartkowski has 
been suffering front an injured knee. 
Oils 
has  started two games 
this 
year, the Rains
 14-7 victory last week 
over the 
Atlanta  Falcons,
 and the 
team's 
26-20 overtime
 win over the
 
Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers four
 weeks 
ago. 
Bartkowski
 will be in 
uniform  to-
night
 and will be 
available if 
needed.  
Robinson,  
however,
 decided 
he 
would rather
 rest the 
quarterback's  
ail-
ing 
knee
 another 
week. 
All  
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is 
P. 
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nt 
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he 
good
 plays  at the net as 
well
 :is MO 
sers ice Aces. SUSIC  
I is non, w his 
had seven
 digs. 
and Maria 
Healy. 
who 
contributed
 five kills 
along  with
 
one solo 
and two block assists 
'rite 
Spartans  needed sink
 55 
minutes to 
annihilate  
Fullerton 
State. which has had to deal 1.1,1th 
losing on a 
regular  hasps this season 
A Item ard  
Montgomery
 
laughed 
sheepishly
 when asked 
about  the match.
 
"It was 
about  what I'd
 ex-
pected. 
Montgomery
 said. "The 
girls had conic off  of a highly  
emo-
tional
 victory lover SDS I. and
 they 
knew about
 Fullerton's record. 
 'After the first 
game.  I told the 
girls I didn't 
want
 the Titans to score 
more than eight 
points
 a game, and 
they 
didn't." 
SJS1.
 I goes on the 
road again 
lot -
three matches.
 as.ainst Cal, Long 
Beach
 
State
 and 
t
 I 
 Iry 
use 
Visser
 
selected
 to coach women's tennis 
team
 
Former  
Ball 
State coakli \ Lark 
krissei
 kk ill 
pilot the 
S.ISU 
W1/111ell's
 
tennis
 le.1111 list- 
die 1987 
season, 
it was 
announced
 briday . 
Visser  tills ihe 
spot 
left
 open
 
by 
Lisa 
Beritzhoft.  
vs 
ho 
lett
 the 
Spartans 
to aSSUIlIe 
the same 
capacity 
at
 tlC-
Santa Barbara S.1SE 
was  
19-6
 
last
 
year tinder Bevil/holt 
1)11,141  het kedr. 
is 
hill 
'sink
 
iennis
 
k o.1.11
 
isser
 
led  her 
squads irt 
four
 ss11111111.,: 
seasons, after
 
which  she came
 
to 
S vd 
as
 a teacher 
from 
1978-82.
 
Visser  is 
currently
 the 
fourth -
ranked 
women's  
raquetball  
player in 
Northern  
California  
and  has 
been  in-
strumental
 in 
,wganizing
 
mans  
United 
Stales tennis Asskkidlion 
tout 'laments 
during the 
summer.
 
Visser attended the University of 
Kansas, where she sv as a member of 
the field  
hockey,  volleyball and bas-
ketball teams. 
Tennis tryouts will he held from 
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. daily. For more 
information call
 277-3654. 
ROY 
SCHEIDER
 
ANN-MARGRET
 
His 
Wife...
 His 
Mistress...
 
His 
Career...  A 
Deadly
 Trap 
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(-3 
CANNON 
SJSU
 
cruises
 past 
No.
 
Hy.  Karin  
I,. 
Small
 
Daily staff
 writer
 
The 
111th -ranked
 
SJSU
 
volley-
ball 
team 
was 
anything
 
but  
hospita-
ble 
to San
 
Diego  
State  
and 
Cal  
State  
Fullerton
 
over  
the  
weekend,
 
as
 the 
Spartans
 stuck
 the 
knife 
into  the
 No. 
1 
Aztecs
 on 
Friday
 night
 and 
then 
re-
turned  
to
 wipe
 the 
floor 
with  the
 Ti-
tans 
on 
Saturday.  
SJSU 
now 
stands
 at 
9-4  in 
the 
PCA 
A. 20-4 
overall.  
The
 
Spartans  
set the 
Aztecs
 
down  
in four
 
games.
 
15-4,
 
11
-IS.
 
15-5,  15-5,
 
avenging  
a 
heartbreak-
ing 
loss
 suffered
 in 
San  Diego
 earlier
 
this year
 when 
SJSU 
squandered
 a 
2 
1/2
-game  
lead. 
SDS  came
 into 
a 
jam-packed
 
Spartan 
Gym smarting
 from a 
loss
 to 
UC-Santa
 
Barbara
 on 
Wednesday.
 
as
 the 
Gauchos  
had  played
 giant -
killer 
for  the 
second
 time 
in less than
 
a week. 
UCSB 
stunned  the 
Spartans  on 
Oct. 
25,  taking 
advantage  of 
a road -
weary  SJSU 
squad.  
SJSU began the 
match  hy play-
ing near -flawless
 s one) hall in 
the 
opening 
game,  as an 
sibs
 
iously  
inspired
 Spartan team 
dominated the 
Aztecs. 
SJSU  compiled 
a season -high 
team hitting 
percentage  of .426 as 
Lisa Ice put down 20 kills, 
Shawna 
DiBiaso 
added  15 and 
Barbara
 Hig-
gins followed with 14. 
After the victory, 
Spartan 
coach  Dick Montgomery
 said he'd 
seen
 his team play its 
hest
 match of 
the season. 
"We 
are a ery 
fine team, 
and  
it was ohs ions 
to
 
inc 
tonight,"  
Montgomery said. 
"We  
did 
some  
things wrong. hut
 
were 
almost
 
right 
where  
we
 want to 
he now." 
SJSU tallied
 13 blocks 
in the 
match. Montgomery
 said he was 
pleased  with the 
improvement.  be-
cause
 SDS has a taller, 
bigger squad 
than the Spartans. 
"We 
worked
 on our blocks 
all  
week in practice, 
and it paid off, as 
did  our practices in 
general, ' Mont-
gomery
 said.
 "Our 
serving  
game
 
'We
 
remembered
 
what
 it was like
 to 
lose
 
to them
 
(the  
Aztecs) 
the  last time,
 
and  that
 gave 
us 
incentive 
to win 
tonight.'  
 
Lisa  
Ice,  
SPA.
 
outside
 hitter
 
wasn't as strong as 
San  Diego's. hut 
I knew 
that as long as 
we kept the 
hall 
in
 play. our
 offense 
would  take 
care of the rest." 
The 
Spartan  defense 
was im-
penetrable
 during
 the match,
 as the 
team 
totaled
 77 digs of 
Aztec  
shots 
16 by 
Christa
 Cook. 
"We really 
wanted
 this match 
because  we 
knew  we should
 have 
heat  them in San 
Diego," Cook 
said.
 
"We all
 just went
 in with  a lot 
of 
confidence
 and 
did  our jobs. 
"We had a week to rest, which
 
was
 
nice  
for  me personally, because
 
I find 
it difficult to 
stay mentally 
tough
 when
 we play a lot of 
matches
 
in a row... 
The  players 
attributed  their sec-
ond
-game loss to 
a 
mental  
letdown, 
hut 
they
 were never 
worried  about 
the possibility
 of a replay of their
 
earlier meeting 
with SDS. 
We
 
remembered
 what it was 
like to lose
 to them the last 
time. 
and  
that gave
 us 
incentise  to vs in 
to-
night,"
 Ice said. "We were sur-
prised
 they didn't come 
out 
stronger  
actually, but 
we
 are definitely back 
on
 the right track 
The Aztecs 
will  more than 
likely drop from the
 top spot in the 
polls 
as a result of their 
tv.ii  losses. 
and the Spartans
 should 
move
 up 
a 
notch 
or two, which is perfectly fine 
according 
to 
Montgomery  
"We 
wanted
 to win this sine,
 
so
 
that we would
 have more of a chance 
of hosting the first 
round  if the 
Aztecs,
 Fullerton
 
State  
Julie Bennett
  Iai y sta p otograp er 
Spartan Maria Healy, #5, prepares to 
spike  the hall
 after a set front teammate
 
Danielle  Spier
 in 
SJSU's
 
win  over top -ranked 
San 
Diego
 State 
NCAA's."
 he said. "NV,: of 
course  
want to w in 
as many games as possi-
ble now . and keep the momentum 
that %se' ye gained going. 
 tick ily the rest of the sched-
ule 
las ors us,
 because our tough 
matches
 
are at home and our 
easy  
ones are ass  
Saturday  
night's
 match.
 won
 hy 
SJSU.  
15,  I I, 
15-4, 
15-14. 
was a 
yawner  twin 
the  outset, a, I
-1111010n
 
Stale.
 kk
 
hid, 
hrotieht
 onlk
 os 
play-
erS (the 
111111111111111
 111111'111er needed
 10 
field a team)_ 
played
 like the 0. ; 
team it 
is 
The  I 
nails.  
lethargic.
 
slow 
tempo 
it 
play
 
rubbed
 
off  on 
the 
Spartans..ind
 errant 
raNWS 
and shots
 
were
 in 
abundant  
supply  
SJSI'
 used
 
e
 cry 
player
 on 
the 
team 
and snapped 
'rut 
r 
it
 
it 
for  
the 
second
 and 
third 
eantes
 
oh
 
the 
match.
 The team 55 ,5' 
sparked
 
by  
Kart
 Roherson
 
oll,,
 
had 
ses 
California Angels still
 interested 
in 
Boone, 
Downing,
 DeCinces 
ANAHEIM (API  The al a, .iiiia Angels, continu-
ing to say who
 goes
 and 
whir 
stay tor 
1487,  
announced 
they will attempt to keep catcher Rob
 Boone, outfielder 
Brian Downing and 
third baseman Doug DeCinces.  
Infielder 
Rick Burleson and relief 
pitcher Doug Cor-
bett,  however, won't he 
offered contracts for 
next
 season, 
the club announced. 
All 
five
 were among
 a group
 of Angel veterans
 
who  
played out the final year of the 
contracts
 in 1986. 
The Angels, who won the American League West title 
this season but lost to 
the Boston Red Sox in the league 
playoffs, on Thursday picked up the options of 
staining 
pitcher Don Sutton and reliever Gary Lucas. At the same 
time,  the club announced that relievers Terry Forster and 
Vern Ruhle would not be retained. 
Among 
those  whose status with the club remains un-
certain is 
designated
 hitter Reggie Jackson and outfielder 
Ruppert Jones. 
Mike Port, the Angels' senior vice president and gen-
eral manager, said he hopes to meet with Jackson within 
two weeks. Jackson. 40, said during the season the club had 
indicated to him that he wouldn't he back in 1987. 
Port said in a prepared statement that youth in the orga-
nization allowed the Angels to give up Burleson. 35. and 
Corbett, 
33. 
He 
said  the organization appreciated the two players' 
contributions, adding, " ... every year there is an evolution 
in regard to personnel and we have  great confidence and 
pride in our developmental system. At present. we feel we 
'At present, we feel 
we
 have some 
young 
players who should be 
able 
to fulfill our 
needs.'  
 Mike 
Port,  
Angels' general ntanager 
have sonic
 .koung players who 
should
 
he able to 
WIWI our 
needs."
 
The Angels' 
decision  to negotiate with 
Boone.  Down-
ing
 and DeCinces conies as 
no great surprise. 
The 38 -year
-old  Boone, 
vs 
del'.
 regarded as a 
master  at 
getting the hest 
out  of pitcher,. caught 144 
games in 1986, 
tops among Al. catchers.
 He 
hinishcd
 the season
 with a .222 
average, seven homers
 and 49 runs hatted in. 
Downing,  36, has been with 
the Angels for 10 years.
 
He hit .267 last 
season,
 with 20 homers and 
95 RBI. 
DeCinces. 36, 
batted
 .256 but had a leant
-high 26 
homers  and 
96
 R HI . 
Burleson, who came 
to the Angels in 1981, played a 
total of 253 games
 for them, as shoulder 
injuries  limited his 
availibility until this season. In his 
first full season in five 
years. 
Burleson  batted .284 in 93 games in 1986. 
Corbett, acquired
 in a trade with Minnesota in 1982. 
was 4-2 
with 10 saves and a 3.66 
canted  run average this 
season. 
Hagler
-Leonard
 fight expected in early April
 
NEW YORK t 
AP) A mid-
dleweight 
title tight between undis-
puted champion 
Marvelous
 Marvin 
Hagler and 
retired  welterweight 
champion
 Sugar Ray 
Leonard, 
scheduled
 for 
early 
April.  
is
 ex-
pected to he announced 
today.
 
Promoter
 Bob Arum 
called a 
news conference in New York for 
today, and a spokesman
 said both 
Hagler 
and  
Leonard
 will 
attend.
 
USA  Today 
reported
 in its Fri-
day 
editions 
that the 
light 
will  he 
held
 
in a 
15,000 -seat outdoor 
arena  
at 
Caesars
 Palace
 in 
Las  
Vegas,
 
Nev..  
on
 
April  6, 
1987.
 
Ticket
 
prices
 would start at 
.000
 for ringside
 seats. 
ATTENTION  EOP
 STUDENTS
 
THE 
FUTURE
 IS 
NOW!!  
CAR
 
(Computer
 
Assisted Registration) 
BEGINS
 
TODAY  
for
 
Spring  
1987. 
BE PREPARED
 . . . 
Schedule
 
an appointment with the EOP 
counseling  staff NOW! 
EOP 
Counseling Services 
Walquist
 Library 
Central  217 
277-3634 
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April 
Swift   Daily staff 
photographer  
:iihernattirial  candidate l aria 
Elizabeth
 
Munoz
 runs
 for 
party's  
recognition  
Cranston  discounts
 
Zschau's
 gain in 
poll  
I (IS 
AN( il I I 
S 
i\l'I 
 Sen. 
Alan 
Cranston  on Friday 
discounted a 
new 
poll
 showing him 
heading  for a 
photo 
finish
 with Ed 
Zschau and 
claimed 
he was really 5 to 6 
points
 
ahead of the 
Republican congressman.
 
The Democrat's 
ap-
pearing
 
j'is  
i.tl intl cold Mem 
lour  days
 
before the election,
 also 
contended 
that last-minute appearances by Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan 
or
 Zschau would 
have 
little
 Oleo 
"I think 
he has had his impact,'  
Cranston  said or the president. "lie 
May  
stir
 
a 
less
 people  
to 
go 
out
 and 
vote.''
 
 HullI think the people of 
Cali-
fornia  
want  somebody  
who
 will sup-
port (the president) when he's right 
and
 
oppose 
him when he's wrong.'' 
Cranston
 
noted  
a 
New  
imes-CBS
 
Poll  that 
concluded
 
M.. 
people do 
not 
see the congression:
 
elections  as a referendum
 on Reap  
and that 
voters  in states
 that 
have  
tic 
ate elections this 
year favor, by 
a 
sli!!! 
margin. return of the 
Senate to Den, 
crane control 
Cranston
 
challenged a 
nest
 
Iin,  
Poll. 
published
 Friday,
 thal 
Cranston 
leading 
Zschau
 by ow,
  
point, 
46 to 
45 
percent,  
among  
people
 
questioned.
 The suf.% ey had 
margin  of error 
of plus or 
:ninth 
3.7 
percent, 
Field said.
 
"It does not 
disturb  me 
one 
hit.' 
Cranston  said 
during 
an 
appearance
 at 
California
 State 
University  
at Los 
An-
geles.  "I'm 
very,  
very  
confident
 about
 
this race hut not 
over
-confident
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Munoz looks for 
special  
win  
By Dan Kier 
Daily staff writer 
Maria 
Elizaheth
 Munoz
 Is 
running
 for gov-
ernor
 of 
California
 
and  knows she 
won't win. 
She said, in 
an on -campus 
interview, that
 
her  Peace and 
Freedom Party
 campaign 
has re-
ceived 
very  little 
media  
attention,
 but she 
still  
treads on. 
The 
two 
mainstream
 
candidates,  
Republi-
can Gov. 
George  
Deukmejian
 and Tom 
Bradley,
 
Democratic 
mayor of Los 
Angeles. are too
 much 
alike and 
offer voters 
no choice in 
the election, 
she said. 
Munoz  said she 
offers  an 
alternative.
 
Munoz said she
 would he victorious
 in her 
campaign to enlighten
 
voters if she receives only 
2 percent
 of the 
vote
 tomorrow.
 
A 2 -percent
 vote would 
put  Munoz's 
party
 
on the 
ballot  for the next 
election. 
Whoever
 is 
named  
governor  tomorrow 
will 
want to 
know  
why people voted for Munoz. and 
in doing so will 
be exposed to the issues that 
brought her 
the vote, she said. 
Her
 votes will come 
front  minorities,
 the 
poor and the gay community. she 
said. 
"I'm offering 
(Californians)  an alternative 
to voting for a lesser of two 
evils  in the gover-
nor's 
race . . . With our party we can build a 
real tool that the 
community can use." Munoz 
said. 
That tool is the SI 
billion budget surplus
 
which according 
to Munoz
 
should  
be 
used  for 
education.  
creating
 
.i()))s
 
and  
increasing  social 
services.  
Rounding
 out 
her  
platform  
is an opposition
 
to 
Proposition
 M. the LaRouche-hacked AIDS 
initiative.
 vs 
hiCh Munoz calls the "panic referen-
dum."
 She said she 
also 
opposes Proposition
 61. 
which  
would  
place  a 
$64.000 ceiling on 
state 
and local
 government  
employees'  compensation. 
Munoz  is 
also 
against  
Proposition  63, 
AVOID 
THE
 NOID 
Meet the NOIDI" He loves 
to ruin your pizza.
 He 
makes your pizza cold, 
or late, or he squashes 
your pizza box so the 
cheese 
gets stuck 
to
 
the top. 
v. 
Inch
 
ii 
appros 
ell 
101111.1row.
 
would
 
declare 
English 
the 
state's
 
official
 
language.
 
She  sup-
ports 
Proposition
 65, 
the  toxic%
 intiative.
 
She  said 
Deukmejian
 and 
Bradley  
are  not 
dealing  
with 
real
 issues
 in their
 
campaigns.  
"I 
think  the 
candidates
 fin 
governor  
are  
having 
a fake 
fight  for 
the 
purpose
 ()I- 
getting  
news  
coverage,"  
Munoz 
said.  
'I'm 
offering  
an
 alternative
 
to 
voting 
for a lesser
 of two
 
evils  in the
 
governor's
 
race
 
. . 
. 
 Maria 
Elizabeth
 Munoz, 
gubernatorial
 candidate 
"Neither talks 
about jobs nor the 
educatio-
nal 
process.
 The California
 educational 
system  is 
in 
drastic need 
of
 attention," 
Munoz  said. 
Although 
she is 
very 
outspoken
 on many 
pressing 
issues. 
Munoz_  said
 
she has run 
into a 
major obstacle 
in getting her 
word  out to the 
public.
 
Munoz 
claims  the 
California  news 
media  
have 
not given her 
campaign  any attention.
 
The media's 
disregard  of her 
independent  
campaign
 is 
"an 
infringement
 
on
 
people's
 
dem-
ocratic 
right  to 
know  about all 
of 
the candidates 
for governor."
 
Munoz  said 
"With
 
only
 29 
percent
 
of
 
the
 electorate ex-
pected to turn out at the polls in 
November.
 it's 
suprising  the media is 
reluctant  to cover the 
inde-
pendent  candidates in 
an
 otherwise lackluster 
race." 
Munoz said. 
I lie 
Peace  
and Freedom Party stands for 
people
 
instead  of profits,
 she said.
 The 
seeds 
of 
her 
grassroots
 
campaign  
were 
planted
 in 
the 
streets
 (il 
Waits,
 an 
inner-city 
section  of Los An-
geles.
 last 
December,  she
 said. 
The 
third  and 
fourth  
grade 
bilingual
 teacher 
said she
 
started
 
her campaign with a signature
 
drive. 
Upon
 hearing 
of 
her  
campaign.  
Munoz's 
young 
students  
went home 
and pulled 
their par-
ents 
out into 
the 
streets
 to 
meet the teacher -poli-
tician
 from Watts.
 One 
weekend
 traveling 
through
 
Watts 
she raised 
$300
 or her
 cam-
paigning 
and 
according  
to Munoz,  that is 
a lot of 
money
 to 
raise  in the housing
 
projects
 
of
 Los
 
Angeles.
 
"We
 
need 
to create
 the same 
type of mass 
movement
 our 
country
 had in the '60s if  we are 
going
 to 
change  
things in our 
political  system," 
the 
candidate
 said. 
Her campaign is pan of the 
solution  to 
poverty
 . 
under-repremation of mi-
norities
 and right
 
wing  
attacks
 on the weak, she 
said.  
Munoz  is a 
determined
 svomen
 who has de-
voted  
nine 
months  of her tile to 
bringing what 
she 
considers
 ignored 
political  issues
 into 
mains-
tream
 
politics.
 
Last August. she addressed the Mexican -
American Political Association seeking a politi-
cal endorsement.
 Bradley and 
Munoz  spoke be-
fore the 
association.  
She  received 4 -percent sup-
port front
 the
 organization for her 
gubernatorial
 
hid. 
 
"The 4
-percent  vote 
for  my 
endorsement
 is 
significant
 
because 
it allowed  the independent, 
grass -roots
 
MAPA  
members to vote for a pro-
gressive
 
Chicano 
vision,
 
and because  it 
puts
 
Bradley 
on 
notice
 that he must
 
speak 
to
 the 
con 
troversial
 issues 
that
 directly
 anect the
 commu-
nity," 
Munoz 
said. 
CALL
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With one call to Domino's 
Pizza,  you can avoid the 
NOID. So when you want 
hot, delicious, quality 
pizza delivered 
in less 
than 30 minutes, One 
call does it all!' 
Call
 
us!  
298-4300  
I 510 S 10th 
St 
926-4200
 
I 
1909
 
Tully  
Rd. 
$2.00 
off any 16" 
pizza  
 
I 
251-6010
 
One 
coupon
 per 
pizza.  
from
 
Domino's
 
Pizza.
 
Valid  
at 
these  
locations
 
only
 
Expires
 in 
two weeks 
Fast, Free 
Delivery
 
510 
S.
 10th 
St 
Phone: 
298-4300  
1909  Tully 
Rd.  
Phone: 926-4200
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Pizza.  
Inc 
2648
 
Alum
 Rock Ave. 
Hours:
 
11am-i
 am 
Sun.-Thurs. 
11am-2am
 
Fri. & Sat. 
Our
 
drivers
 
carry  
less
 
than $2000 
Limited 
delivery  
area.
 
DOMINO'S 
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Educate
 
all,
 
AIDS
 
panel  
says
 
By 
Paula  
Ray 
Christiansen  
Daly
 
wan  
writer
 
Educating 
people 
about
 
AIDS is 
the first
 step in defining the 
virus
 as a 
public health 
issue  for all individuals 
- 
gay.  straight or 
otherwise.  
This was the 
message
 to 
about  31) 
individuals
 
attending  the 
panel
 dis-
cussion
 
"AIDS Update 
Future Per-
spectives"
 on Thursday
 
It was the
 last 
event
 of 
Gay  and Lesbian 
Awareness
 
Week.  
A positive,
 active approach to the 
education
 
and  prevention
 of 
acquired
 
immune
 
deficiency 
syndrome is 
needed to 
coordinate  
all 
groups
 of 
in-
dividuals.  said 
David Burgess. AIDS 
project 
community 
coordinator
 for 
the 
Santa Clara 
County
 Health Depart-
ment.
 
Reported AIDS 
cases  in Santa 
Clara
 
County
 have 
increased  
from 
20
 
o 165 sitter 
Sept . I 4X4. 
Burgess
 said. 
Prank  
spooks
 
police
 
By 
Oscar  II:uerra 
Daily staff 
writer  
It could 
only  happen on Hal-
loween.
 
A man, dressed
 as an armed 
hit -man, gave 
the University 
Po-
lice 
Department  a scare 
Friday. 
A parking officer spotted the 
man walking near the Student 
Union,  called
 UPD and 
reported  
seeing
 someone
 with a 
gun. 
A witness who 
saw the 111,111 
told 
police  
it 
was
 only an "I / 
style" squirt gun. 
UPD dispatcher Jim Gladdis  
took the call and sent 
four nth 
cers
 
Ui 
hunt
 for
 the 
man. 
The 
man was described as 
wearing a dark 
knit  cap. over-
coat, and carrying a gun, which 
the parking officer 
described
 as 
resembling a "machine gun." 
Officers searched
 the area 
around the Student Union. the 
Music Building and Clark Li-
brary for about
 10 minutes, hut 
turned
 up nothing.
 
Gladdis
 said 
GAY & LESBIAN 
AWARENESS 9 
WEEK  
a 
As (il Oct.
 13,  there 
were
 25,1(14  
cases of 
AIDS  
reported  in the 
United 
States,  according
 
to the Center or Dis-
ease 
Control.  
Of 
those  cases. 
16.922  166 per-
cent)
 were 
homosexual/bisexual
 
males; 4.421
 117 
percent)  
were
 intra-
venous drug 
abusers.  and 983 
(4 per-
cent) 
were  heterosexuals.  
The remaining
 3.488 cases
 were 
among homosexual
 male intravenous 
drug 
abusers,
 
hemophiliacs  
and  trans-
fusion
 patients. 
Ignoring the 
disease
 or isolating 
it 
to a 
specific   group 
of people will 
pre-
vent 
education.
 
Burgess  
said 
Assigning AIDS to a group or mi-
nority
 of the 
population  
allows 
it
 to be-
come the problem of a less rather than 
a public health problem, said Oscar 
Battle. SJSU health educator. 
People
 not included in the speci-
fied group can use 
the excuse. "It 
doesn't apply to me," Battle said.  
Communication
 
about  the 
virus is 
limited if people are 
allowed to believe 
it only affects a minority of the popula-
tion,  he said. 
The reality is that AIDS Meets 
all individuals heterosexual and ho-
mosexual - and all people within the 
community 
are at risk if they 
come  in 
contact  with the virus. Burgess said. 
"I'm not optimistic about this 
disease. Vaccines 
and cures are a long 
way off.  Burgess said. 
Until someone
 "high
 
enough
 up" 
conies in contact w ith the virus or has 
a 
friend  that 
dies  of 
AIDS,  education 
and 
communication
 will
 remain a 
prObleIll. 
Burgess  said 
AIDS
 is a political 
issue and in 
order
 to get funding 
for research and 
treatment,
 it will 
require the 
recogni-
fion
 of the government. 
he
 said. 
Until there 
is a mandate 
requiring  
education
 about AIDS
 and its preven-
tion in 
public
 schools and 
within the 
community, it is 
up
 to 
individuals, 
working 
together.  Burgess
 said. 
Steve Stein, 
co -president 
of
 
GALA,  suggested 
Gay and Lesbian 
Awareness
 
Week  be 
renamed  
as Het-
erosexual Awareness Week
 
His message  
was that the 
desig-
nated week is not tor 
homosexuals
 
to 
he 
educated
 
about  their
 
own
 
lifestyles.
 
but rather to educate 
heterosexuals
 
about homosexual
 
issues.  
Until homophobia is 
removed  
From soviety. AIDS miscommunica-
tion and disinformation will continue. 
Burgess  said 
Measles
 shots needed
 
to 
register
 
SHOTS. from page I 
lay not 
he able to 
accommodate
 
them, Miller said. 
Santa Clara County Public Health 
is 
geared  
up
 to supply as much
 of the 
accine
 as needed to ensure inocula-
tion 
of
 all students  on campus.
 he 
said. 
Proof  
of immuni/ation
 will 
he re-
quired
 in order to 
register 
lOr 
classes
 
nevi semester. Health MR la's and ad-
ministration don't want 
ii 
has t. to dis-
enroll students and
 are doing every-
thing they can 
to prevent this from 
happening.  Miller said. 
However, it is up to 
students to 
get 
themselves
 immuni/ed. he said 
Students who 
have
 misplaced 
their lOrms or 
haven't received them 
can pick them 
up at Health 
Services  
when they 
receive 
immum/ation.  
Miller said. 
There have 
been
 no measles 
eases
 
at SJSU this year. 
except  one case that 
was induced by the vaccination. Latta 
said.  
Ii 
is 
possible
 students may conic 
down with a slight 
case  of measles or 
with measles 
symptoms  after receiv mg 
the v accine 
because
 the injection
 is a 
live
 virus. 
Miller saki 
"Students could 
possibly  get a 
less
 
spots, 
run  a 
slight
 lever
 or 
have
 
joint pain," Miller said. hut 
generally  
reactions
 are slight. 
The number
 of students being in-
noculated
 each day is increasing. 
Latta  
said. 
Approximately  
Ho
 
students  a day 
are coming 
in for 
inoculation.
 hut 
Miller 
said  
ills
 still 
not enough.
 
Measles 
among college -age 
groups
 
can  he potentially 
devastating. 
as this 
age group risks severe ear infec-
tion. 
brain inflammation
 and possibly 
death,
 he said. 
"Measles
 is not a simple child 
hood
 disease. It can kill:. 
Miller
 said 
One  
in -I(X) 
people
 
who 
get  mea 
sles
 today
 
have
 
severe  
hram 
damage.
 
he 
said.  
One  
in 10.0011 
people
 die oi 
the 
disease.
 
'It doesn't 
sound  like much, hut
 
an 
epidemic  on a 
college  campus 
would  
he difficult
 to 
control  and 
could  
he very 
dangerous  for 
students.''  
Miller said 
Campus
 
magazine
 
may
 file 
lawsuit 
.i/AGAZ/AT,
 
from 
page I 
said.
 The 
books were delivered 
to 
the  
English 
departmental  
office
 in mid -
July 
and Print Smith
 Press was 
paid
 
without the 
hooks being checked. 
There 
were
 still problems
 with colla-
tion in 
the second printing.
 Davis said. 
"It  was in the 
middle  ol summer 
and I couldn't he 
there to check out 
the 
hooks when they were delivered." 
Davis said 
It
 SA a+n't
 anybody's fault 
in 
the English ol lice. At least they 
had 
him sign the 
purchasing  order with 
a 
deadline
 " 
I 
ht
 
purchasing
 order 
entitled  the 
univ
 ci ,,tv 
to a 
retund
 or 
replacement
 
within 
31) 
day  s. 
Dav  is sal& 
Stiitth said 
he 
printed
 the 
entire 
oh
 at 
once and 
there  
were  
mistakes
 
and 
missing pages.
 He 
said
 
his com-
pany
 went 
through
 a 
second  
printing
 
and
 tried 
to repair
 the 
bindery 
hut 
con-
cluded 
it 
would  be 
easier
 to 
pay  the 
university
 lor the 
missing
 
hooks in-
stead  
of
 going 
through
 a third 
printing.
 
"We're  
extremely
 
apologetic
 
about  
the
 time 
element.
 
Smith  
said.  
"Every  
once  and 
a while 
something
 
like this can happen " 
In all of the 
years  English Prof. 
Bob Sweet 
has
 
been faculty ads iser for 
Reed, nothing
 like this has ever hap-
pened. Day is said. 
"We 
usually
 have
 
some
 
pnib-
lems,  hut 
the  
hook always gets out on 
time."' 
Day  is said. 
Reed maga/ine publishes 
works  
by
 students and alumni The deadline 
for this year's 
submissions
 is 
tomor-
row, 
Ii 
accepts
 photos, 
short
 
shines.
 
poems
 and art.
 Das 
is 
said.
 
CLASSES,  ift1111
 NM'
 I 
The
 60 -cent schedules,
 which 
also
 list general
-education 
require-
ments.
 university 
policies  and local
 
business  coupons, 
will 
remain at 
the same 
price as last semester
 
as last semester at 60 cents 
Chambers
 said the company 
that prints the schedule 
magarines.  
University Communications of 
New Jersey. received an incorrect 
translation
 of SJSU's 
master  sched-
ule 
of classes Mini an intermediary 
company. 
We 
produce
 
a 
computer
 tape 
of our 
schedule  through the (cam-
pus) 
computer
 center." he said. 
"Then
 the tape is sent to a com-
pany that translates it to print." 
Chambers said University 
Communications which changed 
the company that translates the 
computer tape last year has had 
to juggle to get schedules cor-
rected. 
lie said the 
company
 is under 
contract to SAC 
to 
produce  the 
schedules
 
for it 
eertain
 cost 
and 
that 
the error 
won't  result in 
an addi 
tional
 charge to the 
university 
Chambers said that up until 
lasi year. the 
schedules
 weren't
 for 
sale 
until  the first
 ilax 
of Computer 
Oeam:pallo
 
Page  
7 
Class
 
schedules
 
delayed one
 
week
 
Assisted
 Registration CAR forms 
were 
sent
 to 
students  in early Octo-
ber lie said students shouldn't 
have
 trouble getting their forms 
filled 
out and
 turned in, despite the 
schedule delay. 
"We 
don't usually 
get  CAR 
forms until the last lew days near 
deadline 
anyway,''he
 
said
 He said 
no extension ot the deadline for 
CAR 
is
 planned
 because 
of the 
printing  
problem.  
Bookstore Manager Ron 
Duval said 
the 
store 
sells  about 
.311.(XX)  class schedules per semes-
ter. He said the 
bookstore
 
receives
 
a 
percentage  
of
 the sales,  but only 
to cover the 
cost of 
labor  and 
hand-
ling. 
"The 
state says you can't 
make a profit from the sale of class 
schedules.''  he said. 
Chambers
 said the 
remainder 
of 
the 
money  
goes  to pay
 
Univer-
sity 
C'ommunications
 the amount 
agreed
 upon under 
the current 
con-
tract. He said
 the schedules
 will 
continue 
to 
he sold at 60 cents un-
less unforeseen 
I 
actors
 
come
 up. 
"Unless
 they (University  
('ommunications) raise the cost be-
cause of increased number 
of
 pages 
or paper costs,
 we don't raise the 
pit., 1,4 students,.. he said. 
University
 
accused
 
of 
discrimination
 
/ / 
/1/ 
R.
 I/ 
copies addressed to Fullerton,
 O'Con-
nell said.
 
"They should hase let us know 
then that we 
were
 not recognved." 
O'Connell said. 
It 
wasn't  until August, 
alter the 
group had distributed  'moon:Mon 
re-
garding its actis 
ities,
 that O'Connell 
received any 
notilicat  ion,  she said. 
O'Connell
 said she feels the de-
mand 
was
 made in 
response  to
 the lit-
erature distributed by the group
 adver-
tising their 
activities. 
It is standard procedure to 
he
 no-
tified directly 
by
 CSU lawyers in re-
gard to legal
 
matters.  
Malmo  said. 
He said the 
time element and the 
fact that SJSU administration 
did not 
warn the group had malting to
 
dii 
vs 
Rh 
activities of the group 
O'Connell has an attorney and 
said
 she
 is 
ready 
to 
take 
legal
 action
 
because
 she 
is 
tired  
of 
being  
harassed
 
and 
ignored
 by 
SJSU
 
administration.
 
O'Connell
 said 
she 
will  
contact
 
her 
representative.
 
Assemblyman
 
John 
Vasconcellos.
 D
-San 
Jose.  in 
the  next 
few  
weeks  
regarding  
the 
treatment
 
of
 
the 
group 
by
 the 
university.
 
Events 
for 
Gay 
and 
Lesbian  
Awareness
 
Week 
were
 
sponsored
 
by 
SIR. 
and 
all  
funds
 for
 the 
events
 
came
 
out 01 
employee
 
pockets.
 
O'Connell
 
said. 
O'Connell 
said  she and Johnson 
volunteered  their 
time  and used 
accu-
mulated 
vacation  hours 
for
 events. 
Employees are 
usually
 given time 
off to attend scheduled
 events, but SIR 
members 
were  refused, 
O'Connell  
said. 
Mill(*)  said the university 
has 
no 
set 
policies  on granting 
permission
 to 
attend
 events 
during 
work  
hours.
 
Take
 
an 
easy
 
class
 
schedule
 
Fall 
Semester:
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Is
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Measuring
 up 
John
 Duus  Daily staff 
photographer
 
Carmen Bryant, an SJSU 
senior majoring in hi- 
tween Dwight Bentel Hall
 and the Central Class-
ology 
measures  the she of a 
leaf on a bush be- 
room Building for a computer biology class. 
SJSU panel 
examines
 
child 
care
 
By Sue IV iy aim 
Daily staff writer 
Employers will have 
to start help-
ing parents take care of 
their  children 
because 
of the growing demand for 
quality child 
care. 
This was the 
emphasis
 of panel 
members at the Corporate -Sponsored 
Child Care Symposium on Thursday in 
the Student Union Umunhum Room.
 
The number of working women 
with children less than six years old 
have increased by 38 percent since 
1952. By the year 1990. 10 million 
children of 
preschool  age will have 
parents in the work force. 
"This is not just 'drop off the kid 
for a few hours.'  said Toni Camp -
hell. 
S.I.Sll professor and
 panel mem-
ber. "les an economic necessity  not 
a woman's problem or a trivial pmb-
lem 
anymore."
 
However. 
corporate -sponsored 
child care is not likely to develop 
across the country. said Paul Pruitt, a 
self-employed 
child care 
consultant
 
and speaker on the panel. 
While 5 
to
 10 percent
 of the  work 
force has
 a need 
for child
 care. 
NO per-
cent 
of 
American  
workers  are 
em-
ployed 
by firms 
with 16 
or
 fewer em-
ployees,  he 
said. 
Approximately  
(SO
 
people at-
tended
 the 
symposium  
which 
was  
sponsored 
by the SJSU 
Child Devel-
opment  
Club
 and the 
Peninsula 
Asso-
ciation
 For the 
Education 
of Young 
Children  . 
In addition to Campbell 
and Pru-
itt, speakers 
included  Jeannine Hick -
en. 
relerral service operator
 for
 
Choices for Children. and 
Terry Shur, 
director
 of the child-care program at 
San 
Jose's O'Connor Hospital. 
The benefits of corporate
-spon-
sored child care include decreases
 in 
absenteeism, low 
turnover  of 
employ-
ees and better 
morale. Campbell said. 
"I 
didn't really believe it." 
said 
Shue. "But 
(child care) 
really
 makes a 
difference in retention." 
Al a 
hospital  where 
individuals 
are 
specifically
 trained,  
replacing an 
intensive
 care 
nurse  could 
take
 up to 
six months, 
Shue said. 
It makes
 a difference
 when a new 
mother comes
 hack from a maternity
 
leave
 
to
 
work 
in the 
same building 
where her baby is being cared for,  she 
said. 
The Silicon Valley is far behind 
the 
rest of the world 
in 
child-care
 op-
tions. Shur said. 
Pruitt said there are
 Iwo important 
movements affecting child  care. One 
is the 
amount
 
of
 women
 entering
 the 
work  force and the second
 is the chan-
ging roles of 
family members to make 
an economic unit. 
"Having a child is a 
luxury
 and 
an expense... Pruitt said. 
Members 
of
 
the  panel
 agreed
 the 
employer  
is 
not the whole
 
solution 
to 
child-care 
problems.  They 
said  the 
im-
portant thing 
to 
remember
 is 
the cor-
porate 
ego  
providing
 
services  such 
as child care puts the corporation in a 
positive 
light. 
"IBM 
has received 
so
 much 
mileage
 out of their 
child-care
 
pro-
gram."
 
Bickett
 said.
 
The 
solution
 to child care comes 
from 
contributions
 of the
 
family,
 em-
ployer, city and the state. Pruitt said. 
it's
 
a combined effort
 no 
single
 en-
tity can he responsible. he 
added.
 
"Self interest is the 
bottom
 
line, 
business is not in the business of child-
care." Pruitt 
said. " It's hest to keep 
that 
in
 mind 
" 
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Daily  
University  
police  
arrest
 
two 
following
 
rash
 
of 
bike  
thefts
 
By
 
Oscar
 
Guerra
 
Daily
 staff 
writer 
University  
police  arrested
 two men 
in separate 
inci-
dents 
Wednesday  and 
Thursday 
after  officers 
staked  out bi-
cycle
 racks on 
campus  because
 of an outbreak
 rash of 
thefts
 
last
 
week.  
Ten 
bicycles 
were  
stolen  
between 
Monday  and the 
time tif 
the  second 
arrest.
 UPI)
 
Chief Lew 
Schatz said.
 
After the arrests,
 no bicycles 
were reported 
stolen  until 
about noon
 Friday Schatz
 said. 
Arthur  Lichon, 
18, was arrested
 and taken 
to Santa 
Clara
 County Jail 
on charges 
of
 misdemeanor
 petty theft 
and
 possession 
of stolen 
property.  said
 
UPI)
 Records 
Clerk  
Naomi
 
Rodriguez.
 
Because
 of the high
 volume of 
bicycle  thefts, 
univer-
sity police set 
up
 decoy hikes 
at several racks 
to try to lure 
the thief to them. Schatz 
said.  
UPI)
 officer Gabriel Escohedo,  in plainclothes
 Thurs-
day, observed a 
!nen with a gym hag near the bicycle rack 
on the east side of Hugh Gillis Hall. Schatz 
said.  
After 
passing
 by it 
several
 times, 
the  man went
 back to 
the 
rack,  set his hag down
 and brought
 
out a pair ol
 
bolt
 cut-
ters 
a tool 
used by 
bicycle  thieves
 to cut 
chains.  cables
 
and locks,
 Schatz 
said. 
The man 
shielded  the 
bolt
 cutters 
with  his body 
so he 
could hide while
 he cut the lock.
 Schatz said. 
Est:oiled()
 reported
 the 
suspect
 then 
cut the 
chain. 
placed
 the cut
 chain, lock
 and cutters
 hack in 
his hag and 
started to 
remove the 
hike from 
the  rack. 
Schatz  said. 
When 
Escohedo  
identified  
himself
 as a 
police  officer.
 
the  suspect 
attempted  to 
nee and was 
taken down 
and ar-
rested, 
Schatz said. 
Wednesday.
 
Escohedo
 was
 
watching  
a bicycle 
rack in 
tront of 
Wahlquist
 Library at about
 10:40 
p.m.  from his pa-
trol car 
when he 
saw  a youth 
with a gym
 hag riding
 by
 
the 
rack. UPD 
Investigator 
Alex Dourov 
said. 
Escobedo  
called  out to 
the youth,
 and when
 he asked 
the youth
 what he had
 in the hag.
 the youth 
said
 
bolt cutters.
 
Doumv
 said 
The youth was 
arrested  
or possession
 of burglary 
tools,
 
processed at the University 
Police
 Department
 and 
taken to 
the 
Santa Clara 
County  Juvenile 
Hall. Dourov said. 
Since he is a juvenile. his 
name was withheld by 
UPD.
 
Schat,
 
said UPI) is trying to 
match cuts on locks 
that 
were
 found
 
with  the 
bolt
 
cutters  
the men were found with to 
link 
them
 to other
 bicycle 
thefts. 
The bicycles that 
were  stolen last week had values 
be-
tween S 100 
and
 $500. 
Schat,  
said. 
Dry 
Toast 
The 
great  
beers  
of the world 
go 
by one name: Iliwenbrau. Brewed
 in 
Munich,  
in 
England,
 
Sweden,
 Canada, Japan 
and 
here 
in 
America
 for a distinctive 
world  
class
 
taste.  
Peter 
Stein 
"It 
seems  
some
 
things
 are 
universal."
 
711IS 
WORLD  CALLS 
FOR
 
LowENBRAu
 
C i9e5 Miller firesene
 Co Milwaukee. Wi 
ly 
Spartan
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Campus 
SJSU President 
Gail  Fullerton has 
approved  a 
new S100,000
 
over
-the -
phone computerized
 
registration  
sys-
tem that will he 
implemented  in fall 
1985. The system 
will  completely 
change the way students sign up for 
classes.
 said Ed Chambers,  associate 
executive vice president for Admis-
sions and 
Records. 
Yesterdaily  
 
Assemblyman
 Tom
 
Hayden,
 
I)
-
Santa
 
Monica.
 said 
in a 
campus  
speech  
Thursday  
that 
Pmpositon
 65, 
the anti-
toxic% 
intiative
 on
 
tomorrows
 
won't  have
 a 
substantial
 economic
 im-
pact
 on 
high-tcch
 
manufacturing.
 
The 
measure
 would 
require the 
state to 
stop
 companies
 from 
polluting  
drinking -water 
suplies,  prohibiting 
some 153 clienmat, kno%n
 to cat, 
cancer  Irom 
entering  the 
water.  Ha. 
den
 said. 
 
In his 
speech  Wednesday 
on 
"Gay Politics, Gay 
Pride."  Gay and 
Lesbian 
Awareness  
Week keynoic 
speaker  Harry Britt 
talked about hit% 
the narrow 
definition
 of 
today's
 famil 
inhibits the freedom of not
 only gay in 
thi.iduals. hut 
Classified  
ANNOUNCEMENTS
  
AWL T(X  X 
X)
 CLASSIFIED 
MAGAZINE 
FREE, 
Call 
255-0724
 
(recording  1 
toga your copy 
24
 hr.
 
FREE  
CHILD ABUSE
 TREATMENT
 PRO-
GRAM
 Enlyanc
 personal
 & pro-
fessional  growth 
es Volunteer in-
tern in 
world  renowned local 
program
 
Counmling 
support 
service5.  ailmin 
data processing, 
public awareness,
 fund-raising.
 
etc 111- & 
mono-lIngml.  
all ml -
loll. grim/ A 
undergrad
 
Inc.
 from 
clerical  to post
-grad. 
Intro
-to extrovert
 WE NEED
 YOU 
Neer
 comp. ICEE PO 
Box 
952, 5 J 95106, 
2905055 
RESEARCH PAPERS
 15 278 AVAII 
ABLE, 
Catalog 52 00 
Researcl,.  
11322
 Idaho. 820607
 Los An 
Mies 90025 VISA 
MC or 
C00,(213)  477.74 
AUTOMOTIVE 
BUGS FOR SALE," 
San  Jo.. best 
B UGS All 
guaronleastn"  100% 
naming.
 OAC Call VW Restore 
lion
 et 297-8200 
5200 discount 
on
 
Wobkle purchase re univ 
ID
 
IS IT 
TRUE
 you can buy 
mops  for 544 
through the
 
OS
 
Government?
 
Gel 
the  facts 
today'  Cell 1-312. 
742-1142 lot 8115
 
COMPUTERS 
APPLE
 MACINTOSH
 USERS Rent 
time on  
I asorWrIter 
Plus 
printer 
Wordproc.sIng
 and 
straight
 typing 
mrvIces  oleo 
Call 
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 
Pickup  
and 
delivery 
Re...noble
 1.105 
assay 
work'  
COMPUTER  EASE Computer lime or 
private instruction on the IBM PC. 
In Wordstar. wordperl.t. writing 
w aistsnt  or professional editor 
South San Jo. bor. Atternoon 
classes only 227-1990 
DISK TO 
DISK CCNVERSIONS ... . 
IBM 
MS-DOS  CP M ALTOS ... 
PortoblearDSBORWTR5-40.
 
Over 500 Disk formats
 .... 
$1400
 
 disk Word 
PM 
cetsmrs-FMg Tapes 
Prompt 
Service
 PU Delivery. 
Creetim  Data 
Seelh 
Ices (408(866-6080 
IBM  XT 
COMPATIM  F,
 2566.  
7 diva& 
monitor.
 
keyboard
 MG 
P. 5695 
6400. 2014B hard disk al.,
 
montior, keyboard 51095 Dot 
wools  printer, 52413
 [otter guel-
Ity. $295 One block 
from campus 
404 S 3rd SI . 02, corner ol Son 
Salvador PC -CON,
 295-1608 
FOR SALE 
DATA BANK with slam
 system Mad 
Maur. 
1 Aram 
reminder  sys 
kw 
(making
 schedule,  
meeting 
liming) 2 
Dots  file system (phone 
no,
 price WI. store.) 3 110 
digit calculator 
4 Precision 
quarts clock Gas.. send $2 to 
Robinson  Sp.. 1025 N 86111 St. 
B irmingham.  All
 352013 
FUTONS!.
 Duality cotton products 
Create your own Hang
 
A 
skePl69
 
simee
 
@AM our futons
 plliows 
and frames Custom Futon
 
& Pii 
lows Plus, 302 El Pim. 
Shopping
 
Center niti Saratogs II Campbell 
Ayes 
I. 
San Jose. 378-5648 10% 
dliscwnt
 on Futons tad 1111s  
ad 
1 SELL ONLY ONE moda end sire 
(23") of bike,  but you con own a 
new 12-spesd for loss than 585 
MUG Bicycle Sal. 
offers low. 
cost transportation needs tor the 
student 30 Wry 
guarmni. 
All
 
.N. 
final Csil Days 9427736. 
Eves 293-4780 Ask
 tor Joe 
WHY BUY 
SEMINAR  COURSES' Bor-
row them Iran us. Rea Estate. 
Mollvotional,  Sales A Business 
11.11,-study
 courms Hundreds 
to choose
 IMMO We'll also mcept
 
any used courses for credit 
to-
ward the ennui.' tee 
UNLIMITED  
borrowing The 
Seminar librery 
(NM) 
824-2222   132 
HELP 
WANTED  
AFTER 
SCHOOL
 
SUPERVISION
 help 
with horneworir 
Two chlklren. 
change 
room
 and board
 01 wages 
Weekday. 3-6pen
 Almaden Valley
 
wee 
Anxious,  pleese 
call Cie 
WINN
 M971-8118 
or 264-0753 
BRIDAL  
SALESPERSON-
 Tho SlIver
 
Murry 
Los 
Gatos,
 
T-SETh-5-13prn
 
some 
Sets . 10-6pm
 Los 
Get°.  
Blvd . call 
358-2228  
EARN TOP 
MONEY  
NOW, Holidey 
Season
 Forget
 the 
old  Irnage 
of 
all
 
Encyclopaedia
 
representative
 
going door 
10 
door
 
Encyclome-
die BrItanrOca rape
 °, 
today
 
mil  in 
 
dignified  
rnonner at
 overilw
 
counter  
locations
 In major
 mills,
 
notional1 bookstores,
 
from
   
rele end 
vorious 
methods 
of WI 
generated
 
Meds
 and 
national  
ad  
vertisIng
 
Encyclopaedia
 Henan-
nk Is may 
10.011 
because
 
01 111 
quality 
and 
name
 Our
 
limncing  
Mans moire II easy to 
own  
Joel  7 
orders
  
raelt  
*ern
 you 
0522 
Gross 
commies'.
 
We
 yvill 
IrsIn  
end give 
you full 
monogierment
 
support
 For 
OntervOme  
call 00 
Thompson
 et 253-7100 
EARN $410 weekly,
 MO 
per 
hundred  
envaolies
 
skilled 
Guaranteed
 
Horneworkere
 
needed  
for
 corn 
pony 
project 
stoning
 envelopes
 
and 
aseembling  
nutted..
 
Send  
*tamped
 
sett
 
o.n.o.d
 
envelope
 
lo JON
 Moll 
Co. P 
0 los 
25-1.  
Cesteic,
 
Cs
 91310
 
GRAPHIC
 ARTIST
 octillion 
In the Stu.
 
dent
 ActivIties
 A 
Serac.  
Office 
aselelln
 
development
 
of
 fryers. 
bryschuree.
 
benne.,
 etc 
10-15
 
hes Lork, 14 50-$4  
9011r
 APO). by 
11 
790
 In CAF 
Bldg
 
GYMNASTIC
 
INSTRUCTORS
 
NEEDED, 00 07-00 
54111 
Pail time 
Saturdays,
 
form3prn
 
Santa  
Clara
 
Perks& Roc 
.911.1-3277
 
JtS111C'. NIGHTCLUB,
 1001
 S 
let 
St,
 needs
 welter
 ess. 
brIndrs,
 DJ 
CoO 
7977272  
279-6663
 for
 info 
301111 
JOINP JOBS' 
M.4
 
101
 stu 
dente 
Join
 our marketleg
 Melt 
Tete
 
new lend 
renewal  
magatine  
orders
 by 
phone Mon 
th.  Weds 
Sal 
11 Sun Outstanding earning 
potemial
 Call 
370-9090  
KIDDIE 
WORLD  TOYS,
 3640 
Stevens  
Crook Blvd 
San  Jose 241-1100
 
Warehoum, sales. 
cashier  post 
tans
 open Apply et Kiddie 
World. 
NO calls 
LOOKING FOR PART
 TIME work" 
Togo  s at 900 N First 
St
 Is hiring 
for day
 time 
positions
 
Please
 
call  
287-4570 or inquire wthon 
AteDONAL
 s NOW HIRING'
 Premium 
pay, 
hours flexIbte
 around 
mhool  
&elm:Jule Two
-fin.  days 
10-35 
interviews  M
-F 3-4pin 
Contact  Mem 
or Lucy it 
356-3096.  
15475
 
10.
 Gatos Blvd 
PART
 
A 
FULL
 TIME 
RETAIL
 HELP' 
Na-
tional firm prepering
 for 
Christmas  work and
 semester 
bomb work 
If 
accepted
 
you
 
will 
mrn
 
$9 25 starting' Part 
time  
(20) 
mmings
 per week equal 5185 
Full
 (40)
 earnings
 per week 
equal  
5370 No entwrienco
 Is needed be-
cause of our Intensive on
 IS
 rob 
trolning modern 
Good math and 
reading
 skills 
are  plus 
Some 
evening and 
weekend
 positions 
Ill
 oval.. and some nexibility 
is allowed during 
finer *lams in 
addition if you quality.
 corporate 
mholerships
 Sr. awarded.
 Inter-
nehlpe  
Sr.
 possible,  and you may 
earn 2,3,4 credits per muter or 
semester During
 your winter, 
spring, and ospec.11y unmoor 
breaks. @AI 11,00 0016
 is avanetile 
Cali today  
tor Int./maim' and an 
interview,  or call 
Monday  through 
Friday  bediwn
 10
 
AM-?
 PM 
(4061  
775-9815 
n 
the Ilne 
is busy.  
please be patent end try 
again 
An equal
 opportunity 
company 
PART TIME 
JOBS" WI market auto 
dub
 membership.
 101 the memr  
oil 
companles  Peel -time. *say 
beasts weekly paychecks 57 to 
515 
hourly 
commission,  complete 
treining  provided Greet 
exp.-
wee
 tor 
your
 resume R C Winn 
Corp 
.247-0570  
POSTEREFI  TO PUT 
UP
 FLYERS and 
posters 
on campus 
Flexible 
beer. Call
 Mani or Verde
 
at 
277.  
2807 
SECURITY GUARDS -MK PITAS oree 
P
otell19004
 
account SS 50 hr to 
start Good vabol & 
written
 shills 
nes 16 ms 
or older
 
Calif dl to-
cense,
 horn,
 phom & own transp 
rm.
 
U F EOE 
(415)697-3640
  
STUDENT
 ASSISTANT
 
20 
de
 wk. 
01.1001.
 librory organi-
zation 
and  maintenance.
 9000 
English communication
 
WI05
 a 
must
 Call Wendy a 
277-2141  
SUBSTITUTE
 TEACHERS
 All3Elo
 Car 
Mg for 
chlklren
 2yre-5yrs  
Close  
lo campus. 
IlexIble
 hours Con-
tact Holfy
 
it 793-2786 
TEACHERS A AIDES
 for preschool 
SJ area 6 ECE units preferred 
(4011723,131
 
TEACHERS
 FOR
 
SMALL 
professional
 
preschool with caring 
atmo-
sphere Need ECE 
enthusiasm
 
e nd creativity Flexible hours A 
friendly stet
 
Little Sobmolar. 
Pre-
school. 
238-1474  or 274-4726 
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART 
TIME 
We
 are looking for  tow 
outspoken people to sell eir tune 
This 
position requIres 
a good 
voice 
and a strong desire to ma. 
money Call Mr. Grow at 377 
3800 
TELEPHONE
 SALES-pert tone Sell 
subscriptions
 to the Mercury -
News Guaranteed  Se 50 
hr
 plus 
commission Shifts 9Ata 1PM
 or 
4 30PM-8 
3009-,
 Mon -Fri plus 
Sat Call today (Ma 
963,800  
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED In 
melting
 $20051500 
 'no PT FT, 
no experience Call 255-6675 
HOUSING 
AFFORDABLF 
HOUSING" STUDENT 
DISCOUNT
 Fully 
furn'sned,
 se-
cure end sett rooms. 
FREE MM. 
Iles and housekeeping wry'. 
Reasoned. rotes
-shared
 or elm 
gls
 ao.IlablO WalkIng 4151.110o  to 
San  Mae Stets 
°Mee
 
72N
 5th 
ST, 998-0234 
APT 2 bd. 21.1 crpt sec
 bldg clean 
quIr,  waiin
 
to SJSU 
From 9600 
sec 
depoi6
 
lbS 
11th 
St 
CLEAN. QUIET I belren 
APT In small 
(duplex)  bldg
 Walk to class,
 from 
600 blk, S 1010 
St.
 5465
 mo 
Laundry,
 prkg. call 996-0424
 
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share otbdr 
house, North San Jose, $275 mo 
Cell
 251-1511 (eves
 I 
NEED MALE 
STUDENT  to take over 
dorm 
room 
Either
 now 
or
 begin-
ning Cl nut ammeter Cell John 
SI
 277-8474
 
NONSMOKER 
WANTED  TO 
share  
townhoum  Furn 
MBR w 
pot  
both & deck 
Geroge.  flreploce,
 
pool,
 tennis 5350 
flat 274-8065 
(PUS) 
QUIET  
UN
-F ROOMS close
 10 101
 
15 
mins trm SJSU
 
Wo.hwr. 
dryer 
shore
 ut11114s, 
non-smokers
 
13I5 
call 
779-0671
 atter 
6.yr  
2bdrm, 
Bah. top Boor,
 dila apt 
Perk  
log, 
eacurny
 deposit.
 $550 rno 
10911 
WIlllarns, 2977554 
19701 
CLASSIC, 1 
baryn  xv bonus 
on
 
Must be 
deem  oula 
sober 551 
5 8th
 St . angle
 1450. 
double
 
.75 
Call
 Robert 
717707' NW 
Km* 
PERSONAL
 
BACKACHE,
 
Fr.. 
eserninelion
 & 
care
 is pert
 of  
resesech  
prowl  
11 
you have 
hod low 
beck  pain 
ter  
more than 
6 ntonthe 
& are 70-60
 
yrs old, pimire 
call
 Palmer Coi-
Moe of 
Chtropr.lic,
 West
 St 
14011)
 
244-1907,
 
Oct 401 
FEMALE 
COMPANION
 
WANTED
 to  
dye 
with 
sincere  
nondicepped  
men  
Pao.
 
call
 Brian 
at 710-
2506 
HILL EL 
JEWISH  STUDENT 
ASSOCIA  
TON"
 
Shabbal  dinners, 
ponto.,  
Sunday  brunrMs. leclures
 Tues-
day Lunch 
and 
[Barn
 1.1.11 
dancing.
 holiday 
celebralions  
For 
information call HIllei
 al 
29/. 
$311 
LEARN RUSSIAN FROM 
A NATIVE 
WI 011 
an intensive or 10 wk 
courm. indvd1 or group ci   
For more Into call 
993-3730
 
NATIONAL  GAY
-BI contact 
club  18 . 
men end worn. 
Confidernal,  low 
rale. 
Send SASE to NGCC, P0 
Boo 28711.6.
 San Jo..
 Ca 
95,59 
NEED '00 OVERWEIGHT PEON F to 
197 00* herbiii
 vreoght control pro 
gram 
No 
drugs  no exercise 
100.. 
guaranteed
 Cali (4081 
245-
7503 
PROFESSOR
  EXAM Fll ES 
available 
for 
Enginmring  
(8
 
warded  
courses
 In CF. FF ME 
and
 
Nil 
Engr), FIT 
Calculus, Chomleiry 
e nd Physics
 Avallable
 
01 
Marian
 
Bookstore I Roberts 
Book
 Store 
UNWANTED  HAIR 
REMOVED
 PERMA-
NENTLY" 
Confident's'. 
335 5 
Baywood Ave . San 
Jose Call 
247-7401
 
for appointment
 
WORSHIP 
AT CAMPUS 
Christian
 Can-
ter
 Sunday, urheran
 10 45 cm, 
Colholic 4 00 and 0 00 pm 
Please 
call Campus Ministry 
at 2980704 
for worship.counmonoprograms
 
and study opportunIties
 Rev 
Flidalie MO/16Fr Rob I eger Sr 
Joan Panella Rev Nom Fun 
Mbar 
SERVICES
 
BARE IT ALL" 
Stop
 shaving. waxing 
Mewing ill me permanently 
re 
mom your unwented hair (chin 
bikini. tummy
 moustache back
 
shoulders. olc1 15ry discounts lo 
students and faculty Call before 
Chnstmas
 1986 A get your 
lot
 
appt et I 2 price 
Unwanted hair 
disappears with my 
care
 Gwen C 
Chagren,  RE Call 559-3500, tor 
appt 1645
 
S Bascom  Ave IC 
HAIR TODAY
 GONE TOMORROW 
Er. IF 
s" IS
 
THAT 
DESIGN  promo 
due & you hove no resources
 mom
 
ideas or what to SHI Flee 
tronic is committed to offering 
low cost electronre (componenl)
 
& computm information mode for 
the student Cell Deys 
942.7736
 
Ems 293,1710 ask for 
Joe 
IMMIGRATION
 ATTORNEY will 
con-
sul' with 
SJSU
 
student
 for 30 mm
-
Lit.. 
FREE Practice limited
 
to all 
aspects of immigration 
and  net,  
rennin. law 
Office  loceled 
within 10 mlnules
 from campus 
Can
 Robert Ng 
11 14001 789-8400
 
for an appointment 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVi 
tor 
men 
and women Special rate 
with  
Imulty
 
or
 student
 I D Pow.
 & 
confidential Weekdays. evenings 
A Saturday Sunnyvale Flectroly 
Ns Center,  Koll Business Park et 
Hwy 
101 IN Faros. Av. 
14081  
73.3115 
PRESTO CLEANING ir SERVICES 
Homes, 
oda., carpels
 AL
 
win-
dows
 (4061264-3098 289-6025 
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH 
for
 
001 -
 hour.,
 and public othelats 
SpaciellxIng In historical, 
point  
cel,  biographical topics Student 
discounts 
meltable For tree
 Into
 
wrile CL 0. 
6003-6
 Maims 
1101,
 
Columbia. MD 21045 
RUNNERS,  ATHLETES. Deep tissue 
mir.le
 work tor In extra compel. 
Inv* edge and increased effi-
ciency 
Cali  Richeird 
a1777-0341
 
STUDENT DENTAL OPT1CAI
 PI AN 
Enroll now' Save 
your teeth. 
eyes 
and money 
too  For Infornistkon 
and brwhurit sea  S 
Ontas  or 
cell 
(400(311 -Oat  
STUDENTS,  
TEACHERS.  Send 10day 
for unique booklet. 
1111147  with 
ererviceeble 
information
 about 
censure A 
career
 opportunities. 
$200 Welts
 to Mon
 Arnl. 
Roe  
11567F 8 Harrisburg,
 Pa 17108 
TYPING 
AARDVARKS DON 
7 TYPE. but I do' 
Theme,  
dieserthliona. 
reports
 
Eight page 
minimum. sly month.
 
Mee disk side.
 
On-line  
word 
prw.sIng 
ask for Joy. 
at
 
264-
1029 
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER
 every time F. 
perl.ced,  
professional
 word pro
 
messing
 papers, theses
 re 
stones,
 office 
overflow  
mailings  
Mwsletters 
Student 
Discounts  
Guaranteed
 work Only 
10 onln 
uleis 
trorn campus 
Words  end 
more (Pamela' 973-7010 
ABSOLUTELY, 
ACCURATE,  AC 
COUNTAEll
 E for oriephonere
 that 
loots 
typing that s 
tops try 
Tony-
 796-7087 
SI 50 
per peg@ 
double spmed 
All work gum 
entered
 Trust Tony
 296-2017 
Thanks
 
ACADEMIC AND 
PROFESSIONAL
 
word 
prw.aing  
Pd
 s 
word  pro. 
ceasing offers 
quality guersnieed 
web
 
St competitive
 rat. Experi-
enced in 
thesis, term 
papers, 
group protects,
 resumes. menu-
mrlpie & lettees 
Located  
in 
North  
San
 
Jom, only
 
minutes 
from 
cam 
pus 
Cell Pd 01 923-2309 
ACADEMIC 
WORD
 PROCESSING
 All 
formats A group 
...mt.  ivel. 
come
 Spell check every 
Orno. Ir. 
disk 
storage Delo... 
capabinty
 
Stan-lerrl  
 
micro 
cassette
 
Iran
 
mriplion 
Word pr00 rrng on 
SAUNA
 
A 
word
 portal 
software Hrs MT 8 30.530
 Ro-
men  
time now In, your 
upcom  
ing thesis, 
dissertalion
 or menu 
script Chrystal 973-6461
 
A CASH REBATE $5 cash 
dlscouni
 
to now 
customers
 on 
reports  10 
pages On@ pope free
 typing 
on 
reports 2-9 paws 
Professional 
typlet end 
skilled 
word  
processor
 
laeorWrIter Plus prtntIng Pickup 
and delivery Highest 
wady
 work 
at student rates 
SI SO page Call 
DAYSTAR al 
351E7717  
ACCURACY  AL WAYS 
Prof...lona
 
results every time Theses, pa-
pas. resumes and dls.rtatIons 
Serving Evert)...
 55.1 A 
 few 
minutes
 from SJSU
 Student d16 
count
 ovith this 
ad or 
ID Call 
(406)224-0852 
AFFORDABLE  WORD PROCESSING 
Specializing
 in 
rsurnee.  
lerm
 
p. 
pers.tranmription
 No 
lob too 
small' Student discounts Near 
SJSU 
Teachers welcome' Office 
Alternollves,  294-2974
 
AMY WILL TYPE your 
paper lor only 
SI per page, double spaced On 
campus
 each day tor 
pickup
 &  de-
livery
 Cali 
249-4075.
 
Ma.  Mee 
School
 Daze
 
sage  
Bloom 
County  
asset  of, .. 
'Ascs 
6.411445CA  I 
OTEA 
nest 
/Kaddi0  87/Z 
YOUR BC
-533416  01. 
NO. 'mow,
 
Atter  
mist &MOMS -
The Real World 
Afi 
YboJrnMe  or/ Mee &Mr OWN 
Mit IS 
GARY 
QUART  
2 
141 LASITA MONO STATUE 
ORDAPT
 
To DSC BY 
A 
i4461.64
 A 
NC
-
ZOOM? (Air /ILL driNSTeRS 
Al); 
&Pula-
 WAY WITH
 WORDS prompt, accu-
rids. dash, R A 
in 
history
 Wang 
Word 
Proc.sIng. 
spelling 
woes  
corrected I ong manuscripts wel-
come 
WIII pick up. deliwre Also 
avoidable
 crIlical balding.
 assrs-
tance In 
rewriling
 Dan 
aft.,  
978-0277
 
BARBE SWORD PROCESSING
 Have 
iob will process F aperienced In 
theses manuscripts papers re 
sumes professional back-up 
work Reesonable rates
 
Located 
conveniently 
C11  
Rad.
 It 925-
4370
 
BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa-
pers, mourn.. business typing 
needs
 
word 
processing Willem 
Glen area Call Ilse at 287-8234
 
Bt OSSOM
 HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
Fast
 
securate typing
 and 
word 
processing avellad. 
seven  
days a mak I 
Imlt.d 
pickup 
delivery  365-1012 
CAL I I INOA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word 
processing Reports 
theses 
aseertatiws,
 group pro 
Nets resumes Guarenteed quick 
return Per page and hourly 
metes  
TranecriptIon
 available 
Almeden
 
Branham arm Free disk storage 
Prof Sion° Typing Service (4081 
2044504  
Do you have a paper due soon, Does 
it need to be typed, Call today to, 
Schedule your word processing 
pob Quick ernaround accurate 
52 ds pogo )93-9260
 Word for 
Word
 Enterprims-SJ 
FOOTING WORD PROCESSING 766-
61411 Emphasis on correci punc 
tuation 
sentence structure, and 
formatting (Turstrian AP* 
etc, 
Former
 English 
memo highly
 de. 
pendoble Will GI. A 
.y
 
to locate Cali Mrs Mortar 
(Marsha)
 from RAM-8PM 
al
 
264-
9448
 
ENTERPRISE  
WORD  PROCESSING 
Tam papers,  research papers 
Mews II dissertations (Campbell 
Tomb..  APA 3rd ed 
1 
scrmn 
pima, resumes,
 cover A lollow-ux 
loners. manuscripts (books, ern 
clove ellen elorles). 
IrlinecriPtoon
 
Free 
SPEL-CHEK.  minor MA 11, 
negumled),  proof,  disc storage 
Student 
focally
 discounts 
Oulcio  
turnermnd 206-5625 
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term 
papers. theses, resumes.
 dismr 
tatIons. Mc for students and
 lao 
ully We also do 
laps  
tranecrip-
lion and bookkeeping 
Fre dela 
storms.* 
Call  245.1769 
EXPO TYPIST" Near L elgh Lk Cam-
den Reports term papers etc 
Editing omilable Correctable 
eimIronic
 typewriter From 
Sr 50 double space page 
Call  8111 
al 371 5933 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for 
your
 
personal legal business
 
word 
processong  needs Tenn papers.  
reports. resumes
 cover letters.  
theme diserertatIons. winuels 
All 
madernIc
 formals 
APA 
Spelling, grammar, punctuation 
assistance
 All work guaranteed 
ProNselonel,
 confidential and de. 
pendable service at AFFORDA
 
BL E RATES" Free disk slows 
Pon, 247-2681 
(Swla Clara) See 
SJSU 
Fall
 
'116 
DnectOry  Of Clasms 
for 
additIonal
 coupon sovings 
INEXPENSIVE. MACK 
WORD pro-
cessing SI 00 per 
pege, no mlni 
mum 
Thesis,  dissertetion etc 
RHEMA GRAPHICS  at 365-9038 
I OW LOW PRICES & Nei returns on 
prof word promssing° 
Term pa-
pers.
 num...Opts. resumes. you 
write. I 
type
 or you droll. I write & 
typo Acc spelling A 
punt. Imo 
tr" 
R 
mar,'  
Nat,
 A NOTE FROM 
YOU 
ING 
X PASSED 
YOUR 
ECON  CLAW 
UEE. 
X 
JUST
 NAVE
 TO
 
LOOK
 UP 
YOUR  
NJ MY ATTCMPROCE
 SOM. 
LS, r DON'T HOWE IT 
ANSIvIlke
 
Isaac Newt 
, 0
 
0 
0o
 povA_ 
*0 
wORRY- 
leoRRY-7 
,,thitIK
 
o
 
°4
 
DUNK
 
n 
'5"1,99:4°Iinte'44A-
' 
Ant,q 
Thick Crust 
Arctyr
 
n*SE  
ft0,530,45
 r4S 
&We*
 
Heald 
Pe 
00110M  
Of
 44Y 
IFKA9011/4,
 
told 
WHAT?' WHERE IS 
I 
THINK
 
WORRY  
5.16oy*
 -W.., co 
ATIfISTI
 V4IA1  A 
SIIEER
 
MAK  IT 
WILL  BE lb 
SINK
 
AY 
NINNIY
 TEenk
 
JNTD
 
TIIIS  
/44STP12r1ECV
 
411111 
4 
Berke 
Breathed  
Manuel 
Ruiz 
WHeRE  
fldL 
PARTV
 
AT? , 
Wanda Folk 
T1-iE 
SAME ONE THAT 
ATE  
MR 
TERM  
PAPER  THE 
LAST 
WEEK OF 
CLASS  LAST 
SEMESTER
 
wORRY 
I THINK 
OF ALL THE 
6REAT 
lif,A9NES
 
IN
 1../PE, 
TK-P-E IS NONE
 36 
6REAT  
As 
I 
Sheila
 Neal 
 THAT I 
WORRY
 
11-IAT ii 
THINK  
Eric 
Kieninger 
STUFFING
 
ONE'S  
FiCE
 WITH
 
P1)017 
I 
pas del Let
 me do 
I. work 
while  
you party
 worry  free'
 Cali 
eves 
01 011
 Shamn 
972-9753  
NEED
 THAT 
FORGOTTEN  
PAPER 
typed
 last" Ill me 
help. Term 
pa.  
per.
 letters,
 reports. 
theses, 1e-
1111aCh papers 
NM 
and prolos 
slonally°  
FREE  
grammar
 & 
spelling  
ssIstence  
Rmsonable  
rates Call 
Marcie at 
294-6347  
(werry 
Neve
 
messege)
 01
 
9261274 
before 10 pm 
PROCESS 
IT WRITE" Faculty and 
stu-
Mots can rely on 
accurole 
Ornery 
production  
Cl
 newsletters,  
reports,
 
resumes
 
publicalons.
 
manuscript.. 
correspondence. 
etc Will lid in grammar spelling. 
punchartIon For prompt, 7 day
 
req...
 Neve 
mesmge  for 
Pamela al 
(408)275-6253  
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers. 
theses. Mc Accurate, prompt, 
52 
75051
 spac per page Sara 
toga 
Sr..,
 cal Joon st 741.5880 
PUT YOUR 
WORDS in their best 
per -
Classified  
WWII..
 
ExperlaNed
 Prof., 
Typag SI 50 
pg. double spec. 
stonel
 word proc.sing papers, 
One 
dock from campus PC 
theses, 
resumes
 Specialist
 in 
COM. 404 S 3rd 51. 02.  corner
 of 
technical 
scientific  protects  
San Solved. PC-COM. NIL 1606 
St 
75-53 page 
Call Vicki al 281. 
3058 IBM
 area  
OUAI ITV TYPING SERVICE 
tor 011 
your typing needs Student
 
rates  
longing from 
$I to 
51
 75 per page 
Oulck  turnaround Disk storage 
for 
10
 days 
Cell  14061 
946-4967
 
Ask for Amanda or leave 
message  
on machine 
RELIABLE
 WORD 
PROCESSING
 
DONE al 
reesonabie 
rates
 0th 
quick 
turnaround  time Will 
set-up 
& 
spell  check all 
documents 
Call  
Kelley 
.1 972-2901 
RESUMES.
 
COVER'.
 ETTERS, 
and 
lousiness  
correspondence
 
Ass..  
tance 
Mth  vocabulary,
 sentence
 
structure, and form 
11 
requested  
Call 
766-9448  
RESUME  & TYPING  
We use IBM XT 
COMPUTER,
 
Word  Star and 
letter  
quality printer 
Resurne
 
$S up 
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE PROFES-
SIONAL typing 
A business wry 
ices Fest. reasonable,  neer unt 
vastly Call 1401792-4047  
THESES
 - REPORT PAPERS
 We. 
processing 00.1,. 
odention
 
I. 
detail 92.9 
tor students, 53 pe 
lb, 
professionals
 
Resumers  MO 
Save your wont on the 
IBM  PC
 Ion
 
later um 
Grommet'  punchienw
 
& 
spelling  checked printed in 
pubikations
 diallty 
Erickson  
Word 
Processing 
377.5793   
TYPING
 DONE REASONABLE
 
roles 
Cal, Patti
 
.1 2465433
 
TYPING  SERVICE 
tor students  end
 in. 
struclors Dependab1e
 
mcurate work 
Ransom/MN  rales. 
51 50 
pg 
Asognmonle
 
16
 ego 
nd over 
WO
 
SI mcepted 
only 
Cali (408)
 736.1676 
Sunnyvele
 
soya 
Long
 
range malgnmerrrN 
con bs 
submitted by moll eryour 
remittance  
WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES. the-
sis and form 
papers
 Rmoonable 
roles Ousilty mrylce. MA. lo do 
bold taco and right 
rnsrgin
 just. -
tenon 
Call
 259-9446 Not far
 horn 
SJSU
 
WORD 
PROCESSING  student.. in. 
*Ouch.,
 ernell 
bumness
 Term 
wipers 
thesis, rmurnos,  man 
os1s 
PISSeetelOrIS
 mass 
rowing,  
spelling check etc ROSSOneble 
rales Cill 
K 
a 
It
 on.. 
Top Swop 
mos et 
274-7562
 Pick up end de 
livery
 avitilable 
WORDPROCESSING
 ON stale of the 
e rt 
equipment
 Papers.
 grants. 
Mc
 Discount on 2nd
 
lob
 CO 379 
3-114 
PEE s 
TYPING
 snd Secreted&
 Seen' 
Ices Fast 
Ccurale  work 
even. 
oble seven days a +reek Located 
In the Blossom Hill Santa
 Two. 
area
 I 
irnited  pick-up
 end deli,
 
en, CF6 
365-1012 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines on one day 
One Two Three 
Day 
Nye Days 
3 Ines $355
 
$435
 
$4.75
 
4 
Lines
 
$435
 
$515 $555 
5 
Lines $515
 $6.00 $635 
6 Lines 
$595
 
$680 
$715
 
Each 
Additional  
Line Add
 
$
 80 
Four
 
Days 
$500
 
$580
 
$860 
$740 
Five
 
Days 
$520 
$600 
$680 
$7 60 
Semester Rates (All 
Issues) 
5-9 Lines $4600  
10-14 
Lines  $6300 
15 
Plus 
Lines $80
 00 
Phone 277-3175 
Circle  a Classification 
Announcements 
Automotive
 
Travel 
Stereo 
Help Wanted 
Housing
 
For 
Sale 
Typing  
Each 
Extra 
Day 
$ 90 
$1 05 
$1 20 
$1 35 
Personals
 
Services  
Lost 8 Found 
Computers
 
Print Your Ad Here 
(Count approximately 30 letters and 
spaces  tor 
each  
line)
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Print
 Name
  
Address   
Phone
  
City 8 
State
   
Zip   
Enclosed
 
is
 $   
For 
SEND
 CHECK 
MONEY ORDER 
OR CASH TO 
SPARTAN DAILY 
CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, 
California 
95192  
Classibsof Dash 
Located Outside DEI142011 
Hours
 900AM
 7o330PM 
 
Oisactline  Two days 
prior  to publication 
 
Consecutive
 publication dates only 
 No rrAunds on cancelled ads 
 IMI.INIISMIWINW 
II 
I(,
 
Monday, 
November
 3. I986/Spartan
 
Daily  
CUPERTINO
 
<I 
Jo. 
reelpee  I 
Swirsep 
AO 
Monk 
w 
Preepect  
 PP111.1. 
L
GRAND
 
OPENING
 
SPECIAL
 
COPIES
 2° 
WHITE 
PHOTO
 DRIVE 
UP 
CUPERTINO  
1375 SUNNYVALE-SARATOGA
 RD. 
408-725-8180 
1 HOUR
 PHOTO  1 HOUR
 
ENLARGEMENTS
 
 
VIDEO  
CENTER
  VIDEO 
TRANSFER
 
' 
82
 x 
14
 
3°
 
cus, no9 
m_50 
COUPON 
x 11 
Colored  82 x 
l44
 
AT 
ANY  
PHOTO  
DRIVE  
UP 
OR 
SUPER  
COPIES  
UNLIMITED
 
EXPIRES
 11 
8 86 
COUPON
 
COLOR  FILM 
DEVELOPING
 Et 
PRINTING  
SPECIAL  
V 
PCROILCOER
 
/2
 
PRINTS
 
BRING 
YOUR 
110,126,135,
 120 
OR DISC COLOR FILM 
FOR DEV 
& PRINTING
 PAY REGULAR 
DEVELOPING
 
CHARGE
 
 
AND ' 2 THE 
PRICE 
II 
FOR  
EACH
 
PRINT'
 
DRIVE UP 
PROCESSING  
ONLY  COul
 MUST
 
ACCOMPANY
 
INCOMING  
ORDER  
NOT VALID  
WITH
 
OTHER  
OFFERS  COUPON 
EXPIRES 11 
886 
COUPON
 
FILM 
SALE
 
7:. 
AGFA pelf 
:""Nt. CO° 
.1" '"` 
AgrA 
C4i!L;(?011 
AGFACHROME
 
SLIDE
 
FILM  
SPECIAL
 
SALE
 
PRICE
 
$495
 
136mm
 
36
 
EXP.
 
100 
ASA  
SLIDES
 
OFFER UNWED
 TO 
STOCK
 ON HAND 
BUY 1 ROLL
 OF SLIDE 
FILM 
AND GET
 A 136mm,
 36 EXP.
 
200 
ASA  
COLOR
 PRINT
 ROLL. 
FREE
 
KODAK  VRG. 1,35mm 
24 exp 
iuu  ASA 
KODAK
 200 ASA. 110 126 24 exp 
KODAK 
DISC 1 Peck 
FUJI 100 ASA. 110-24. 
135-24  
exp 
FUJI 
400  ASA 135mm 24 exp 
PHOTO DRIVE 
UP
 
I() 135. 24 
exp  
100
 ASA 
PHOTO DRIVE
 UP DISC 
1 
pack  
POLAROID
 
$X
 
70
 
Of MOO
 
Single
 
Pack 
1109 
EXPIRES  
11 8 86 
$2.69 
$2.79
 
$2.39 
$2.39 
$2.99 
$1.89 
$1.39
 
$8.49
 
$7.89
 
KODAK
 
300 
COPIER
 
STATE
 OF THE ART
 
ELECTRONICS  
Offering
 
Services  as: 
 
STAPLING  
 BINDING 
 
COLLATING
 
 2 
SIDED 
COPIES
 
 
COVERS
 
 REDUCTIONS  
COLORED
 
PAPER
 
 
BOND
 
PAPER  
 UP TO 110
 
#PAPER
 
I. 

cA-05 2 
- 
SELF-SERVICE  
KODAK COPIERS 
REPRINTS
 
Standard
 3. 
from
 
your
 110,
 4.6. 
135 
1 
20
 
or
 disc 
color
 
negative  
19° 
EA
 
*11-V 
4 *6 
from 
your  1 10-126
 
135
 
or
 
Disc  
Color Negative.,  
24° 
EXPIRES
 11-886
 
COUPON
 
ENLARGEMENTS 
5x7 
From
 
your
 
110,
 
126,
 
135  
Color
 Neg
 or 
Slide
 
$1 29 
EA 
8x10From
 your 
126,  or 
135
 
Color Neg 
or
 Slide 
.229 
EA
 
11 x 14 from135 col neg $6.95 
P D 
U 
processing  only Coupon must 
accompany order Not 
good
 with other offers 
COUPON
 
35mm 
CAMERAS
 
CUPERTINO 
STORE 
MINOLTA
 
MAXXIM  
5000
 
AUTOFOCUS
 
AUTOWIND
 
WITH
 
50mm Ii
 7 
LENS
 
*28995 
MINOLTA 
FREEDOM  III 
Al 
TOFOCUS
 AU T 
OMNI)  $1 
59"
 
FUJI  STX2w somm t 1 8 
lens 
$119.96 
FUJI AX w 50mm
 f 1 8 
lens  4189.96 
CANON T150 w 50 mm f 1 8 
lerIS 
$179.96 
CANON 
T70  v., 50mm
 1 8 lens 
$279.96 
AVAILABLE
 
ALL  STORES: 
KODAK 
1(10
 
Autofocus  
$89.96  
KODAK 1(12
 Autofocus  
.13995
 
Autowind 
FUJI
 DUO 
Autofocus
 
$84.96 
CAMERA
 SALES
 
LIMITED
 TO 
STOCK ON HAND 
EXPIRES
 11 
886 
io 
vo°0?  
COMPACT
 
DISCS
 
I 
f. 
P 
STARTING
 
AT 
$12.99  
°(- 
p- 
 
FORE
 
 GRACE LAND 
'AN 414 
c,N)C 
 THIRD STAGE 
 BRE
 
AKIN  
EVERY  RULE 
AVAILABLE
 AT 
 1375 
S vale Saratoga
 
Road  
 1357
 Kosser
 Rd 
COUPON
 
 475 Blossom
 Hill 
R,1  
 1572 
Meridian  
Avenue
 
NO
 COUPON
 NEEDED
 FOR 
EVERYDAY
 LOW 
PRICES, 
COUPON
 
PASSPORT
 
PHOTOS
 
Applications 
available
 
5 
minute  
service
 
$ 549
 
SET 
EXPIRES
 
11
 8 
86  
COUPON
 
VIDEO  
RENTAL
 
SPECIAL
 
ALL
 
MOVIES
 
$1 " 
PER MOVIE 
PER 
DAY  
MAXIMUM ti 
MOVIES
 PER
 DAY 
50,000 MOVIES IN 14 VIDEO CENTERS 
EXPIRES
 
11-8-86  
1111111111111 
COUPON
 
BLANK
 
VIDEO  
TAPE  
SPECIALS
 
TDK 
HIGH  
STANDARD
 
1111111111111 
T120
 or 
L750  
$449 
Buy 4 
at
 our sale 
price  
E A 
GET 
MFG 
REBATE
 
53
 00 
YOUR
 
COST  AFTER
 REBATE' 
.174
 
gdr EACH 
TDK EHG T120 
or L750   
SONY ES -HG T120 
or 
L750  
MEMOREX T120 
Or
 L750 
HIGH  STANDARD
 
PHOTO
 DRIVE UP 
T120 VHS 
2-4-6  
COMPUTER  
DISKETTES  
PRECISION
 
51/4  
SONY
 5'-4 DS DD 
SONY 
31/2 DS DD 
SONY
 
31/2 SS DD 
DOUBLE 
SIDE  
DOUBLE
 
DENSITY
 
10 
Pack  
10 
Pack
 
10 
Pack 
EXPIRES
 11 
8 86 
10 
PACK
 
$9.95
 
$18.95 
$14.95
 
'5.99 
'5.79 
'4.09 
'3.59 
$595 
35 
PHOTO
 DRIVE
-UPS 
TO 
SERVE 
YOU 
CUPERTINO
 
725-8180  
LOS 
ALTOS
  (415) 949-1311
 
LOS 
GATOS  
356-4161  
MILPITAS  amm 
258-8250  
MORGAN
 
HILL
 779-6500  
SAN 
JOSE  
279-0407 
SAN
 
JOSE
 
- 293 7341
 
SAN JOSE 
559-0400
 
SOUTH SAN 
JOSE 
.78-7505
 
WEST
 SAN
 
JOSE
 
.......e 
378-2828  
'WEST
 SAN
 JOSE
 
...t?'::.;."7..1 
252-2922
 
NORTH
 SAN
 JOSE
 
258-8250 
'MOUNTAIN 
VIEW -="14151968-5666 
EAST 
SAN  JOSE 258-8732  
EAST 
SAN  JOSE 
mob.--
 
258-9388
 
CAMPBELL
 
aro**WWII hr, 
 en, 10 
NA
 IMO% OW, 
866-7050 
SANTA 
CLARA 
248-8271
 
FREMONT
 
tt,".71:  
14151791-8996
 
HAYWARD
 T.= 
(415)785-2612
 
BERKELEY
 
"%tr"..*
 
(415)845-4445
 
6 
MONTEREY
 
49-6750
 
SANTA
 
CRUZ
 
426-4865
 
PALO
 
ALTO
 
14151493-5553
 
*SARATOGA
 
725-8180
 
SOUTH SAN
 JOSE 
448-3030 
SOUTH SAN 
JOSE  448-7500 
SANTA CLARA 
249-0952 
